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Nader Stresses
Student Activism
Question, Challenge,
and Take Risks — Nader

photo by David Slsklnd

Consumer advocate Ralph Nader addresses Trinity students on the Quad last Sunday.

by Joseph McAleer, Jr.
On a balmy afternoon two Sundays ago on the Quad, consumer
activist Ralph Nader told his sunbathing audience that "as students
of Connecticut you can become the
dominant political force of the
state, if you want to. You will never
be as free as you are now to
pioneer, to question, to challenge,
and to take risks."
Nader's address on "Student Activism in the 1980's" highlighted a
student-sponsored program on the
Quad in commemoration of the tenth anniversary of Earth Day.
Nader stated that the purpose of
a liberal arts education today is "to
make you a broader-based and objective citizen." Instead of
"memorization, regurgitation,
vegetation," Nader urged students
to "work on a real life problem as
part of your coursework." A
chemistry student, for example,
could conduct an examination- of
city drinking water, he stated. Furthermore, Nader emphasized that
greater opportunities for civic
training exist today, such as
through the use of internship
programs in the community,
"The most active student effort

43 % ofFreshmanHopefulsAccepted
3223 Apply For Admission —
by Joanne Matzen
As the class of '82 emerges from
the confines of Trinity College it
leaves a void beneath the ivory
tower which remains to be filled by
a new conglomeration of starryeyed freshmen. Responses to the
1372 acceptance notices mailed out
April 15 have recently been received
and indicate that the Class of '86
will number about 485, similar to
the size of the outgoing class.
Of the 3223 freshmen applicants,
43% were admitted. Donald N.
Dietrich, Director of Admissions,
characterized
the
class
as
"academically talented and very
diverse in all its definitions." The
students, who come from all over
the world, including Alaska and
several foreign countries, represent
different backgrounds, socioeconomic statuses, and races.
According to Dietrich, the number of minority applications increased 40% from last year. Of the
179 minority students who applied,
129 were accepted. Dietrich
suggested that the accelerated interest in Trinity among minorities
'vas spurred by the Minority Admissions Weekend sponsored in
January.
.Although Dietrich claimed that

the recent tuition hike had no real
effect on applicants, a number of
academically qualified students
were accepted who did not qualify
for financial aid. "A majority of
these are. dead admits." said
Dietrich. "Decisions (of students
requesting financial aid) are being
made on the basis of financial aid
now and we can expect this more in
the future." Nevertheless, Dietrich
insisted that Trinity's tuition is
competitive with that qf comparable schools.
Next year's admitted freshmen
showed ' exceptionally strong
academic qualifications, he said.
Since more qualified students
typically apply than the space
available permits, the admissions
office
also considered
extracurricular activities and talents.
Dietrich noted that it is critical for
an institution qf this size to select
applicants who will contribute to
the ongoing life and programs at
Trinity.
To ensure a stable population
and stable tuition rates, a large
freshmen class, replacing the large
graduating class, is anticipated.
Dietrich also mentioned that "we
waitlisted more people than I would
have liked to because it's such a

SGBPPuts Squeeze
On Concert Security
Due to the fact that news of a
"free" Squeeze concert at Trinity
was leaked to the public, the
Student Government Planning
Board has. implemented several
changes into the format of Spring
Weekend.
John F. Kalishman, President of
the SGPB, said that the Squeeze
concert was announced on radio
station WHCN's concert telephone,
in the Hartford Courant» and
through several other public
medias. Since Squeeze recently sold
out in a Madison Square Garden
concert, the Planning Board is expecting a rather large crowd next
Sunday.
For the purpose of security,
there will be a number of

*************
uniformed Hartford policemen on
campus to assist Trinity security.
Their purpose, Kalishman said,
''will be to protect Trinity students
and college property."
''The football field is the best
place for crowd control and for
insuring the safety and security of
Trinity students and property
because it is away from the dorms,
the library, and Mather, where
those attending the concert would
have had to go to use bathrooms if
the concert were on the Quad," he
continued.
In addition, the Planning Board
has had to suspend the sale of beer
during the event. Alcoholic
beverages will be allowed on the
continued on page 3

unique year."
Active alternates number about
250 to insure against an attrition
rate of. academically talented
students. However, Dietrich commented, "Although there's talk of
Trinity being a backup for the
Ivy's, it's not true. We'll continue
to lose students to Yale, Brown,
Harvard, Amherst, Williams,
Wesleyan, but' we're also taking
students with overlap admissions."

in the United States is not in the Ivy
Leagues, but in the most unlikely
places," Nader continued. Trinity
is no exception, and he praised such
student activist organizations as
ConnPIRG for lobbying against
nuclear power and standardized
testing. The purpose of student activism, Nader noted, is "not just
exposing abuses." Rather, he
stated, "it's clarifying that citizen
ethic, giving it empirical body to
take on that corporate ethic so
dominant in our society."
Students today are less apathetic
than their 1950's counterparts,
Nader stated. "Now you don't have
any innocence left, You know
about General Motors" and other
scandals that have occurred, he
said. Nader warned that presentlya
number of countries in the world
"are paying penalties for not acting," and are faced with dictatorships and a loss of. freedom.
Student activism "all comes down
to what kind of society you want to
shape," he stated. "If you're a
oystander, someone else will make
decisions for you."
In the course of his address,
Nader recalled his years as a
continued on page 5

New Fraternity Approved

by Patty Hooper
reactivate the chapter came from several weeks ago, said Henderson,
With the constitution approved the desire to form a new fraternity, adding that the founding brothers
by the Student Government; and the "good reputation Delta Phi are very enthusiastic about moving
Association last Tuesday evening, a had here at Trinity and has ahead. Henderson also stated that
new fraternity is on its way to being nationally."
an alumnus, Tom Whaples, who
established at Trinity. The present
The chapter received the served as an advisor to the
name of the fraternity is Alpha "blessing" of the Administration
continued on page 3
Beta Gamma, although they are1
awaiting notice of acceptance as a
chapter of Delta Phi (St. Elmo's).
In a vote of 11 in favor, 5 against,
and 6 abstaining, the Student
Government Association approved
the constitution of the fraternity,
making it the second house to
come before the SGA this year.
Last semester, the governing body
granted similar approval to Kappa
Kappa Gamma Sorority.
SGA President Tom Hefferon
said after the meeting that he feels
that the constitution was approved
primarily because the constitution
for the Kappas had been approved
already this year. He felt that
students believed that they could
not justify denying approval to
Alpha Beta Gamma after having
set a precedent last semester. He Students leisurely soak up the rays while listening to Ralph Nader discuss
photo by David SisKlnd
further commented that the issue student activism.
of the fraternity itself was never
really discussed, and he felt the
vote reflected the desire of the
T
SGA to act fairly.
r
According to President Mark J.
Elderhostelers Trek to Trin Again This Summer
•:-P,3
Henderson, Alpha Beta Gamma is
awaiting notice from the Delta Phi
P.o
National Board next Thursday as to
Life Evolves, But Does Trinity?
the status of the proposed Trinity
chapter. If approved, it will be the
Dance Recital Combines Students and Facultyp.9
Sigma
Chapter
of
Delta
Phi. Delta Phi had been a
fraternity at the College before,
p. 16
Baseball Takes Two from Tufts
and according to Henderson, the
efforts of the nine sophomores to

.
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Russian andSoviet Studies
Major Proposed

by Mark Kraft
A program in Russian and Soviet
studies has been proposed by some
faculty members as a possible
major at Trinity, pending a
decision by the College adminstration. Presently, no actual
major in Russian and Soviet
Studies is offered. However,
students with a strong interest in
the subject may supplement their
major by taking a coherent
sequence of courses dealing with
Russia and the Soviet Union.
AIESEC-Trinity members — past and present — socialize on the terrace at
Courses for the proposed major
will be offered by professors in the
History, Modern Languages,
Political Science, and Sociology
departments. Students will be
required to take at least three years
of Russian and to write a senior
"Oh sa swinger vi pa seidelen a Trinity and the conferences in thesis.
Samuel D. Kassow, Professor of
igjen, hei skal ..." Unless you are
which they had participated.
History and coordinator of the
fluent in Norwegian or an avid
member of AIESEC, you might
After socializing in this informal current informal Russian Studies at
have wondered what was hap- atmosphere, the group moved Trinity, noted that up until now the
pening in Wean Lounge last inside for a forum of speakers and a only chance to really study Russian
Saturday, April 24. This verse, slide presentation. Economics literature has been as part of
which is part of a traditional Professor Leroy Dunn, an AIESEC history courses. However, the
AIESEC toasting song, kicked of advisor since its birth on Trinity's faculty' and student body enAIESEC-Trinity's first Alumni campus some 19 years ago, thusiastically support the imReunion. Current Advisors, welcomed all the guests and spoke plementation of this course of
members and Trinity alumni who of his involvement and the study. "The enrollment in Russian
had been members of AIESEC, achievements of AIESEC members language and history courses is
Joined together for a toast of the over the years. Melissa Powell, the higher at Trinity then at Harvard or
international drink, Aquavit.
director of Alumni and Public Yale," Kassow stated.
This event was the culmination Relations for AIESEC-U.S., spoke
of three months of research, briefly about the continued incommunications,
mailings, volvement of Alumni all over the
planning and coordination directed country. She congratulated Trinity
by Marybeth Pietrorazio ('84). on their initiative to "find their
AIESEC's spirit of international roots."
understanding and cooperation
The high point of the evening
The following students were indoes not die when AIESEC'ers was Professor of Fine Arts Alden
ducted into Phi Beta Kappa on
leave college—as was exemplified R. Gordon's presentation of his
April 21:
by this reunion. The alumni en- experiences in Japan while on an
Patricia Ann Bave, Richard Alan
thusiastically brought
their AIESEC traineeship in the summer
Bernstein,
James Martin Dod,
knowledge and experiences back of 1968. Complete with .a company
Theresa
Anne
Ferrero, Mindy Sue
to current Trinity students.
uniform and a bottle of the
Hammer, Ara Lynn Meyer
authentic
soy
sauce
which
his
After the brief reception and
Jorgensen, Elin Karin Korsgren,
welcome, the group walked to company produced, Gordon ex- Keith William McAteer, Katherine
plained
the
Japanese
class
system
Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity for an
Lincoln; Parker, Sarah Margaret
outdoor barbecue. There was a in the corporation as well as that in P a u l , Andrei Poludriewycz,'.
buzz in the air as the alumni spoke the society. Through his slides,
Deborah Schwartz, George William
of the internships they had held in Gordon exposed the group to the
Sidebothara, Joan Marie Sinisgalli,
places such as Japan, Yugoslavia, culture, people, art, architecture
Rima Sirota, H. Todd VanAmFrance, Norway and Italy. The and politics of the Japanese.
burgh, Megan Porterfjeld White,
guests exchanged stories of the Questions and discussions about
Margot Bowne Wright, Diana Zanprojects they had been involved in Japan followed.
tos.

°

AIESEC-Trinity
Seeks Its Roots

Phi Beta
Kappas
Inducted

"Russia has had a major influence on the culture and thought
of the West." continued Kassow,
who believes that it is time for the
college to recognize the need to
study various aspects of the
country.
Michael G. Merin of Houston
Texas, a senior history major and
the second Trinity student ever to
have studied in the Soviet Union,
stated that the student who chooses

to emphasize Russia as a course of
study is the exception at Trinity,
"Possibly more students would take
advantage of the opportunity if
there were a department," Merin
said,
Certain obstacles still need to be
overcome In order to implement a
feasible program. Especially
needed are two full time faculty
members in Russian language and
literature.

Qn~Campus Recruiting
Places 31Seniors
By Joanne Matzen
In one of its most successful
recruiting seasons, Trinity College
attracted 70 organizations jn search
of graduating seniors seeking job
placements. Christopher J. Shinkman, Director of Career Counseling, reported that despite
Trinity's small liberal arts identity,
in his seven years here the number
of organizations recruiting on campus has almost tripled.
Shinkman recalled expecting
fewer recruiters this spring because
of the poor state of the economy.
"That turnout was the largest it's
been in the past years speaks well
for Trinity," said Shinkman. "It
reflects not that employers are
looking for more people overall,
but that they're looking for more
good people."
In comparison- with previous
years, not only have more recruiters
visited the campus, but industries
entirely new to Trinity (including
the textile firm Westpoint Pepperell, Marriot Corporation,' arid
the Eugene. O 'Neill Theater) have
conducted interviews, Shinkman
also felt more women were involved
this spring in on-campus interviews.
Returns from the senior survey,
unavailable until May 15, will reveal
the success recruiters had on campus and provide an aggregate sketch
of the class of '82. Shinkman urged
seniors to complete the surveys
which are used as guidelines by
faculty and administration as well
as prospective students.

Although survey data has not yet
been accumulated, Career Counseling is aware of at least 31 jobs offered through its recruiting services.
Salaries for these jobs ranged from
$14,000 for social service, public,
and non-profit positions, to
$24,000 in technical fields. "Interviews on campus are but a small
part of the total effort to find a
job," said Shinkman, "We encourage students to interview on
their own and at home." Survey
data should reveal the success
students had in such independent
efforts.
Regarding the" on-campus
recruiting program, Shinkman attributed much of its success to the
" o u t s t a n d i n g " coordinating
abilities of Shirley H. Bryant,
Career Counseling secretary, during
the hectic interviewing months of
February and March. Responsible
for initially arranging the recruitment calendar, Bryant also runs the
bidding system, and acts as host
and receptionist to recruiters.
In addition to sending its
graduates,,into the work, force,
Trinity also typically sends 35-40%
of a class to graduate schools.
Shinkman however, speculating a
5% decline in that figure, explained, "More students are postponing graduate study although
they may ultimately get.a degree."
He attributed this trend to the need
to pay off undergraduate study,
saV e for graduate study, and to gain
t n e rea l world experience often
valued before graduate school.

B & G Sets Guidelines for Use of Special Event Equipment

by Sal Anzalotti
With the approach of Spring
Weekend and Commencement,
the problem of having adequate
chairs, tables, trash cans, stage
platforms, and other equipment
supplied by Buildings and
Grounds, is a growing concern.
Robert E. McGlone, Superintendent of Grounds and Equipment, views the problem as a lack
of coordination and cooperation
among the administration, faculty,
and groups planning special events,
resulting in damages and vandalism. Although no one person or
group is actually at fault, the
system of using B & G equipment
for special events would run much
more efficiently if the recommended policies and guidelines set
forth by B & G a year ago were
followed. The main purposes of the
guidelines were to let those concerned know exactly what
equipment B & G can supply, and
to set the policies and procedures
concerning the supply and use of
equipment.

One of the main problems
confronted in using college
equipment is the unauthorized
movement of equipment outside of
Mather Campus Center. Building
and Grounds does not want folding
tables and chairs to be moved out
of Mather to other places on
campus. Similar practices have
resulted in " m u c h damage, loss,
scheduling problems, and being left
short for events within Mather due

to poor coordination", according
to the guidelines established in
April 1981. it also states that large
number of chairs, tables, and other
equipment belonging to Mather
should not be removed for outside
events, but should instead be
rented, a policy McGlone believes
will alleviate many of their
equipment problems. Many times
equipment is missing or damaged
when needed in the Washington
Room, Wean Lounge, the Dining
Commons, and Hamlin Hall,
causing shortages for these events.
These added costs are absorbed by
the college or the group, sponsoring the events, said McGlone.
Broken furniture is sent to B & G
where it eventually becomes
repaired. However, because of
their own backlog due to breakage
in the dorms, and other college
facilities, it sometimes takes up to a
year to fix the equipment, he
continued.
McGlone suggests that groups
planning special events notify the
Master Calendar Office, not B &
G, where additional equipment can
be rented instead of being removed
from buildings where it is necessary
that the furniture remain in
adequate number and good
condition. If groups contact the
Master Calendar Office in the
beginning of the semester or
several weeks in advance, they
can inform the Office about the
scheduling of rooms on campus

such as Hamlin or the Washington
Room. The office also obtains the
following from the group planning
the function: the specific equipment that is needed, the time and
place of the-event, the possible
serving of food, menus, and the
amount of security needed. This
information is then passed on to
Saga, Security, and B & G, B & G
can then plan ahead and make bids
for renting equipment, if needed,
and can make arrangements for
their staff to help move furniture or
obtain the requested equipment
from their warehouse.
This type
of
advanced
scheduling would ensure that
activities such as Spring Weekend
and
Commencement
have
adequate equipment that is in good
working condition. Advance coordination through the Master
Calendar Office will also allow for
the needed workmen and minimize
the damage done to equipment.

Available Equipment
The following equipment is all
that B & G can supply from its
warehouse:
6 six foot folding tables (rectangular)
10 30 gal. plastic trash cans
1 standing lectern
25 stage platforms (4' x 8' x 32"
high) with two sets of stairs
1 ramp for stage (ground level
to 32" high)
;.
1 Succoth Booth
1 canopy for Austin Arts
Center'entrance
1 specially made stage to
extend Chapel altar (fits
Chapel altar only — does
not act as a stage alone)
The following equipment is
available from the B & G electrical
shop:
1. Distribution panel and 100
feet of 110/208 cable used for concert sound systems which can be installed indoors or outdoors at

Getty
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COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE •

10% DISCOUNT
with
STUDENT i.D.

various campus locations (in or
near most buildings),
2. Various, length extension
cords.
,
At the present time B & G has no
supply of folding chairs, and no
other type of state platforms or
risers. These things are available
within other buildings, but are the
property of other departments. For
example, there are:'
L A large number of folding
chairs in the MCC Washington
Room.
2. Other types of platforms and
risers in the Austin Arts Center.
3. Six and eight foot folding
tables in various buildings.
4. Ten stage platforms (4' x 8' x
32") in Mather Hall.
•
5. 2 rectangular six foot folding
tables, 3 round folding tables, and
35 folding chairs in the President's
House for use in the Hartford
Room'.

YOUR LOCAL JARTRAN DEALER

522-8724

1919 BROAD STREET
(Corner of Broad & Roxburvr St.)

HARTFORD, CONN.
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ELDERHOSTEL To Return
To Campus This Summer
by Julie Masters
This summer E l d e r h o s t e l
will return to Trinity to begin its
second, year at the College.

Elderhostel,

which has

its

been assigned as their dorm and
Hamlin Hall will serve as their
Elderhostel dining hall.
Recreational and academic,
facilities of the College will again be
available to hostelers this year, including the Trinity library. Furthermore, Elderhostelers will also
be able to take advantage of a full
array of arts activities, including
chamber music and carillon concerts on Wednesday evenings and
Summerstage, Connecticut's only
pro fesional summer theater.
Reaction to the Elderhostelers on
campus last summer was very
positive. Faculty members and administrators enjoyed the' opportunity to meet and interact with
members of the Elderhostel
program.
They
found
the
Elderhostelers stimulating in their
classes and interesting to talk to
during lunch in Hamlin.
Professor of Religion Frank G.

Kirkpatrick, who participated in
Elderhostel program last year,
remarked that teaching elderly
students was stimulating because
they were extremely outspoken and
had a vast store of personal experiences to draw on. Unlike his
undergraduate students, Kirkpatrick
noted
that
the
Elderhostelers are uninhibited in
expressing their feelings in class.
Kirkpatrick recalled that his worst
fear when he began teaching
Elderhostelers was not that the lectures would go over the students'
heads, but rather thai he would
make some mistake and be corrected by a student who was an expert
in the area. Although there are no
prerequisites, homework or grades
given in these non-credit courses,
attendance was high last. year.
Clearly, Elderhostelers regard the
program more as an intellectual and
•social adventure than a vacation.

headquarters in Boston, is a
nationwide network involving 406
college, university and secondary
school campuses. Elderhostel has
grown rapidly from a network of
five colleges in New Hampshire
which provided for 220 resident
hostelers in 1975.
'
About 40,000 people applied for
spaces this year in the nationwide
hosteling program. Borden Painter,
Professor of History and coordinator of ELDERHOSTEL at
Henry A. DePhillips, Jr., Vcrnon J. Krieble Professor of Chemistry.
Trinity added that the 40 spaces at
Trinity are already filled up for each
of the four - of the week-long
sessions.
Elderhostel was slow in coming
to Trinity. It was through the efforts of Michael Zoob, a member of
the Clasps of '58 and Vice-President
of the Elderhostel, Non-Profit
• A newly created professorial recipient of the Entrepreneur of
organization and the interest of
chair in chemistry has been named the Year Award from the Chemical
Painter, Gerald G. Hansen, Jr., Moral Issues in Contemporary Freud
Industry
Association,
the
Honor
at Trinity College, and the first
The course will discuss the life and
Director of Alumni and College American Religion
incumbent
announced.
The Award from the Commercial
work
of Sigmund Freud, emphasizAn
examination
of
some
of
the
Relations,
and
Associate
Academic
Vernon K. Krieble Professorship in Development Association, and the
Chemistry has been endowed at American Eagle Award in Public Dean J. Ronald Spencer, the most controversial moral issues in ing his written works with special
Elderhostel program was started America today: nuclear war, abor- attention • to his understanding of
the College by Mrs. Vernon K. Affairs.
He is a director of the Phoenix here. Last year's program was ex- tion, ecology, economic justice, and science and his view of women. .
Krieble, and her son, Dr. Robert H.
Higgins
Mutual Life Insurance Company, tremely successful thanks to the ef- racism. Teachings from the major
Krieble.
Mrs. Krieble is the widow of Dr. the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, forts of these individuals and the religious traditions on these topics
Kirkpatrick Origins of the American Civil
organizational help from the main will be explored.
Vernon K. Krieble, Scoville the National Association of
War
Professor of C hemistry at Trinity Manufacturers, the Institute of_ office in Boston.
Elderhostel is open to people at Serious Laughter: The Art of
An examination of causes of the
from 1920-1955, the inventor of the Educational Affairs, the Heritage
Civil War, with particular attention
sealant, LOCTITE, and the Foundation, the U.S. Industrial least 60 years of age or to those per- Satire
founder of the Loctite Cor- Council, the Connecticut Business sons whose spouse or companion A study of the critical theory to race, slavery, abolitionism,
poration. Their son, Dr. Robert H. and Industry Association, and the meets the age requirements. Each lunderlying invective, burlesque, Southern sectional consciousness
Krieble, the entrepreneur of the Junior Achievement of North student pays $150 per week which land irony. Examples will be drawn and the struggle over the western
includes meals, housing and the [from page, stage and screen. Daudo territories. Lectures supplemented
venture, is now chairman of the Central Connecticut.
three courses, which meet every
by discussion of selected documents
board and chief executive officer
Henry A DePhillips, Jr., has been
America
in
the
Great from the period.
day.
All
of
the
courses
offered
will
Spencer
of the Loctite Corporation.
a member of the Trinity faculty
Depression, 1929-1941 —• An
be at the same standard as the
Dr. Henry A. DePhillips, Jr., of since 1963 and a professor of
Russian History Through the
Examination ofthe Great
Wethersfield, Connecticut, has chemistry since 1973. A graduate ^regular,-,undergraduate courses. Depression's Consequences for
Eyes of the Artist
Classes
will
be
held
during
the
day
been named the first Vernon K. of Fordham University, he earned
American Life
An examination of the major
with
a
break
for
lunch.
Elderhostel
Krieble Professor of Chemistry at his
doctorate
in
physical
Some attention will be given to themes of nineteenth and twentieth
students will follow a schedule
the College.
biochemistry from Northwestern
economic and social aspects of the century Russian history using major
similar
to
that
of
the
unIn
announcing
the
new University. He was a visiting
period, but the emphasis will be on works of literature, art and music as
professorship and the incumbent, professor at Northwestern in 1969- dergraduates. South Campus has political issues and personalities.
historical sources.
West
Trinity President James F. English, 1970, and was visiting senior
Spencer
Jr., said, "For thirty-five years, chemist at the Loctite Corporation
The Active Art of Play-Going
Tudor England, 1485-1603
Vernon Krieble worked to build an in 1977. DePhillips was chairman of
The course _ will help to increase
An examination of English society your enjoyment of the theatrical
outstanding chemistry department the research services committee at
during the reigns, of Henry VII, event, from Broadway to the exat Trinity. Under his leadership, the Marine Biological Laboratory
Henry VIII, Edward VI, Mary, and perimental play. It will examine
the curriculum was strengthened at Woods Hold, Massachusetts
Elizabeth 1 with special attention to those elements which make theatre
and the department doubled in from 1971-1973, and was an in.The Senior Class Gift Committee
the" political, constitutional and
size. In the 1930's, when a new vestigator at Woods Hole during
is continuing its efforts to solicit gifts religious changes of the period.1 a unique art form that conveys the
chemistry facility was needed to the summers of 1967-1972.
essence of the human experience.
from class members for the scholarPainter
house the burgeoning program,
DePhillips is current chairman of
Shoemaker
ship to be established this year. The
Vernon Krieble attended to every Trinity's chemistry department, scholarship will be in memorium for
detail of the planning, including the and also served in. that capacity those members of the class who
fundraising. Thus, it is most ap- from 1971-1976. His major field of
have died in the past four years inpropriate that a professorship in teaching is physical chemistry and
cluding, most recently, Gail R.
chemistry be established in his his prinicpal field of research is Goldbloom. The committee,
continued from page 1
inside, however, will be free.- On'
name.
.
•• physical biochemistry. He is the however, urges seniors to con- field, however, provided tnat it is Saturday during the Alligator Jam
"We are deeply grateful to the author of numerous articles on the tribute as soon as possible so the riot in a bottle or keg. For security there will be beer oh the main
reasons, all people entering the Quad for 25 cents per glass.
Krfeble family for this magnificent oxygen-binding properties of the scholarship may be finalized by
concert grounds will be searched
gift. I know they are .pleased that respiratory protein, hemocyanin. graduation. The amount of the gift
upon entry to prevent any
The gates for Sunday's Squeeze
we have selected Henry DePhillips
is not as important as the act of
an outstanding teacher and
T1
1
contributing, according- to the smuggling of bottles into the concert will open at 2:00 p.m. and
the concert is scheduled to begin at
researcher, and, twice chairman of X O p D O O J C
committee, which wants to make . concert.
It is not known who leaked news 3:00 p m; Kalishman urges all
our chemistry department, as the
*•
the scholarship fund truly a class
first Krieble professor."
effort. Committee members will of the concert to WHCH, only that students to arrive early in order to
First
prize
in
the
Jerome
P.
Webcontinue
to solicit class members in an individual phoned in-the news, have a good view. In the event of
Dr. Robert H. Krieble joined the
the weeks remaining and will be according to WHCN. At this time it rain, the concert will be held at the
Loctite Corporation in 1956 to ster Class of 1910 Student Book
Collectors
Contest
has
been
awarhappy to answer any questions. is presumed that the caller was a same time in the field house at „
organize the commercial launch of
Seniors may also make their con- Trinity student, although this fact Ferris Athletic Center.
the venture, after a 13 year-career ded to Jonathan C. Sproul '83 for
his
collection
on
Astronomy
and
tributions directly to the fund by cannot be confirmed.
at the General Electric Company,
In order to absorb the $3,000
making checks payable to "Trinity
where he rose to the position of Mathematical Recreations.
dollars
for the. additional cost of
Henry
Cropsey
'82
received
College" and sending, them to
general manager of the chemical
Hartford
police and medical
Elizabeth
Droiiey, c/o
the
development department. He second prize for his "Men at War:
personnel
the
Planning Board has
fictional
and
non-fictional
accounDevelopment Office. The scholarbecame president of the Loctite
:
also
had
to
institute
a $1 cover
' :
ship, which will be awarded to a
Corporation in 1964, chairman of ts." •••'•" .'• ••
charge
for
Friday's
Dance
featuriag
The
third
prize
was
not
awarded
rising Senior, will be announced in
the board in 1978, and chairman
the T-Boys. Refreshments setved
this
year.'
the
Fall.
and chief executive officer in 1980.
Under his aggressive leadership,
Loctite has grown rapidly and has
continued from page 1
become a major factor in the inimportance of retaining the June 16 NEW LSAT: Begin
ternational, market for high fraternity for 20 years, is at- voice toward co-education arid if
national charter.
'.'••."'
to improve your skills now
ever
the
College
forced
fraternities
tempting
to
drum
up
alumni
technology adhesives and sealants.
In
all,
Henderson
said that the for the new essay section.:
to
go
co-ed,
"Alpha
Beta
Gamma
After attending Haverford support for the reactivation of the
would amend its constitution and brothers "have a very positive
•
College for two years, Krieble fraternity.
June 23 GMAT: Register
Henderson stated . that the admit women. According to attitude toward the' fraternity
earned his doctorate in chemistry
now for June seminars.
system
at
Trinity,"
and
they
look
from Johns Hopkins University. fraternity is single sex primarily by Henderson, this move could cause
Receive our Math
forward
to
trying
to
"strengthen"
them
to
lose
their
national
charter,
The inventor of some dozen choice and in anticipation of
the system by working with the Refresher text by return
but
since
"brotherhood
is
the
restrictions
of
the
national
• patents in the fields of silicones,
Administration and students in a mail. '
anaerobic
adhesives
and fraternity. He did add, however, core," the existence of the
"mutually supportive venture."
Call now: 800 922-4635
brotherhood
would
override
the
that
"everyone
has
given
a
positive
petrochemicals, he has been the
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Announcements
Classifieds

Another
Celebration!

Looking For More
Room To Live?

Yes, another Wine and Cheese
^ Party sponsored by the English
Club! Since our last one was such a
smashing success, we decided to do
it again. All students and faculty
welcome. Come to the Wine and
[ Cheese Party at the English House,
' 115 Vernon Street, on Thursday,
, May 6 at 4 p.m. Don't forget!

Find It In
Our Classifieds

•

Athletic Center
Reminders

1

Summer room for rent. South
End. Quiet, non-smoker. On bus, \ Students are reminded they are
^ines. Reasonable rent. 249-3557. to empty their lockers in the Ferris
[Evenings.
Athlectic Center by Friday, May
14, and return athletic equipment,
The Makris Diner needs full or lock, and towels to the Equipment
part-time workers. Number is 529-! Room.
4652.1795 Berlin Turnpike.
In addition, we wish to remind
students
that the student recreation
1
FOR SALE: 1 Popcorn machine, program in F.erris will cease on
extra large, wDstand. Good ( , Thursday, May 6.
', location (Pub). Call Jeff at 246- , We hope you have a good
7863. Best Offer.
summer, and to those graduating
we wish you good luck.
' T o the "TEAM":
11
Is it Issue 25 already?! Time flies'
Audobon Society
1
when you're having fun, I guess.| J
I Mondays sure won't be the same( ,
Scholarship
, without the "adventures" at the
, .printer's, the sound of WCCCto
A scholarship program for high
< cut and paste by, the SGA< >school, college and graduate
1
stationwagon in "tiptop shape",' ' school students has been an1
McDonald's, or Park Lane Pizza. nounced by the National Audubon
At least now we can relax when we] Society Expedition Institute. The
read the 'Pod! Hasta luego! Enjoy! 1982 scholarships are designed to
—A. Ed.
defray a student's expenses while
attending school, or for a project
Titch, Nancy, Weez, & Ravioli or summer program of the
student's choice. Application forms
Thanks "so much" for an and instructions are available until
awesome birthday weekend —(. August 15, 1982 by sending a self
Baltimore is a blast!
< > addressed, stamped tf 10 envelope
Toria
to : Scholarship Committee,
National Audubon Society Ex(Pete)2'
pedition Institute, RFD ft 1, Box
Home is where you hang
4 head. There's no place like Cook 149B, Lubec, Maine 04652. The
financial aid and multiple
The Pool Shark
scholarship grants, ranging in
A ma chere mere:
' amounts from $100 to $200 are"
J'espere que "La Jour des' made availabe by Audubon ft/help.;.
Meres" est, tres magnifique pour young people take advantage of
toi, parce que tit es tres learning opportunities throughout
, fantastique!!! Je t'aime beaucoup.-, the nation.
:
. , Tafille.
:
'•
For more information call Mike
Hey Freak:
Smoke gets in your eyes.
— The Undertaker

I Cohen at (212)546-9126.

For-Women-OnlF

Republican Club

The Hartford Track Club announces a For-Women-Only 10K
race, sponsored by G. Fox, which
will begin at 10:00 a.m. on
Mother's Day, May 9th, in front of
the G. Fox store on Main Street in
Hartford. Registration forms may
be obtained at any G. Fox store.

The Republican Club will elect
next year's club officers at a very
important meeting, Thursday, May
6, at 7:00 p.m. in Seabury 9-17.
Club positions up for grabs are
Chairman, Vice .Chairman,
Treasurer, Secretary, and Publicity
Director. Club members can also
pick up some free literature and
magazine subscriptions.

Honors Day

Summer Aid

§3ace

The annual Honors Day
Financial Aid applications for
ceremony will be held at 1:30 p.m.
students taking summer courses
on Tuesday, May 11. This is a day are now available in the Financial
when many prizes and other awards • Aid Office. Deadline: May 4.
are presented to the student body
by various department. Most of the
Summer Aid
prizes are described on page 206 of
the Catalog. Students interested in
in Financial Aid
any awards should contact appropriate department or faculty
Financial Aid Office seeks
members that are indicated.
student to work as full-time office
assistant this summer. Mostly
I.F.C.
clerical work with some processing
of aid and loan applications,
The I.F.C. will be sponsoring a student payroll, and mailing awards
progressive party Saturday night in June. Accuracy and attention to
May 8, of Spring Weekend. It will detail a must. Some typing ability
begin on Vernon Street and end in helpful. Prefer freshman or
the Washington Room. Each sophomore who lives in Hartford
fraternity and sorority will serve a area and who may be interested in
different type of beer or beverage. continuing work part-time during
Tickets will go on sale Thursday school year. Contact Kathy Mills in
and Friday, May 6 and 7.
Financial Aid.

Mew Sorority?

Summer Job

Trinity women, interested in
in Biology
forming a new sorority on campus
The Biology Department is now
next fall please contact Box 1960
accepting applications from Trinity
ASAP.
undergraduates for the full-time
summer position of Laboratory
. Outing Club
Assistant. -Duties "will- include '
animal
care, inventory and general
The Outing Club is sponsoring a
one week canoeing expedition to reorganization of the laboratories.
Canada towards the end of The work period will begin on or
summer. Anyone interested is before June 1. All interested
invited to a brief meeting Thursday students should contact M,rs. Marat 7 p.m. in- Alumni Lounge. Ex- tha Fazzano, LSC 338, Ext. 417,
penses are not expected to exceed immediately.
$100 per person. No canoeing
experience is rteCessary.
Talk on Chapel's

Parlons Francais!

Parlons Francals! Venezparler
francais et apprecier des casse:
a la soiree francais, qui a
my E,H. Honey:
.
Wanted , " croutes
eu dorenavant le mercredi a 9
Can't wait to run after those wild
i Nike shorts this summer! My track > Conn PIRG needs a part-time p.m., chez Isabelle dans Jackson
> Bookkeeper for the Academic Hall.
! shoes are ready and burning!
•Year 1982-83. Eight-ten hours a
Venez aussi a la table francais le
—"Little B., Inc."
'week. Will train now. Experience lundi a 6 p.m; dans le "white room"
Karrak;
helpful, but not necessary. Contact de Mather Hall. C'est une bonne
•Ralph Nadir by any other name] > Mindy Pickering, Box 800; 246- opportunite pour parler et manger
would be a '73 Buick.
> 4488, or Ed Mierzwinski, Exec. ensemble!
— Motorfoo y Dir., Box 6000; 247-2735.

Bookkeeper

Architecture
Hartford architectural historian
Peter Grant will give a talk,
"Designing and Building the
Trinity College Chapel," at 8 p.m.
on Thursday, May 6, in the Trinity
Chapel. In his lecture Grant will
shed new light on how the building
came to be and how key decisions
on the structure were made,
through a reading of some of the
correspondence of the principals
who were involved. The event,
which is free and open to the public,

is offered as part of "Jubilee," the
College's official celebration of the50th anniversary of the Chapel's
building.
Active in civic affairs, Grant is
currently a board member of Center
City Churches and of COTRA
(Charter Oak Temple Restoration
Association), and a former member of the board of the Old State
House. He is employed by Aetna
Insurance Co. as manager, systems
review, and has recently completed
work for a master's degree in
American Studies from Trinity
College. As his thesis for the advanced degree, Grant wrote a 100-plus
page book on the construction and
architecture of the Trinity Chapel,
which will be published in June.
Those interested in buying copies of
the book should call the College
Public Relations" office, 527-3151,
ext.211.
•
• .

T.C.B. Film
The Trinity Coalition of Black
Students
will
sponsor
a
documentary film entitled, "Paul
Robeson: THE TALLEST TREE
IN OUR FOREST." This will be
shown on Wednesday, May 5, at
4:00 p.m. in McCook Auditorium.
Admission is free.

Trinity Club
of Hartford
The Trinity Club of Hartford
presents the Annual Scholarship
Fund Lecture to be held at 6:00
p.m., May 12, 1982 at the Austin
Arts Center. The guest speaker will
be Professor
John
Dando
discussing, "What It's All Been
About: Reflections of 31 Years, Of
Teaching.'"
;
A cocktail reception will immediately follow the lecture and
proceeds will benefit the Trinity
Club of, Hartford Scholarship
Fund.
Donation: $5.00 per person —
lecture only. $7.50 per person —
lecture and reception
For more information contact
the Alumni Office.

World Affairs
Lecture
On Thursday night at 8:00 p.m. in
Seabury 9-17, Professor Johnetta
G. Richards will be presenting a
talk entitled "Reflections of
Women Ex-Combatants in Zimbabwe." This lecture will be the
final of this semester's Worfd
Affairs Association
Faculty
Lecture Series. Refreshments will,
be served following the talk.

I

;
The TRINITY TRIPOD
Volume 80, Issue 25, May.
4, 1982. The TRIPOD is
published weekly on Tuesday, except vacations, during
the academic year. Student
subscriptions are included in
the student activities fee;
other subscriptions are
$12.00 per year. The
TRIPOD is printed by the
Palmer Journal Register,
Palmer, MA, and published
at Trinity College, Hartford,
CT. Advertising rates, are
.$3,00 per column inch,
:$30.00 per eighth page and
;$55.OO per quarter page.

Campus Jobs
Openings for summer campus
jobs are now posted on the
Financial Aid Office bulletin board.
Many positions available.

arid

find of Classes
Celebration
Celebrate the end of classes at
St. Anthony's Hall Beerfest in the
Ogilby Quad on Friday, May 7th
from 1 p.m. 'till? Your ticket for
admission is an inscribed Pilsner
glass for $5.00 (on sale this week in
Mather). Once you are admitted
there will, be T-shirt, mug, and
poster give aways along with your
fill of brew.

TosulKT'to tlie CtassiOTiK^sectioii, (personals","things lor sale,""
lost stems, etc.) the Tripod charges 10e per word with a ten word
minimum. Payments should be made by check or money order to the
"Tripod." Please send money and ad through campus mail to Box
#1310. Money must be in by the Friday prior to the issue in which
your ad is toran!Submit and let the Trinity Community hear what
you have to say!

Anchovies
Black Olives
Ham & Pineapple
Mot Pepper*)
Extra Cheese
Green Peppers Extra Thick Crust

Announcing the opening
of a new Pizza Casino shop" in
your neighborhood. We feature
FREE DELIVERY within 30 minutes of your order. Call us now
and discover the convenience
of Pizza Casino. ..it's no gamble.

12" Cheese Pizza $4.15
16" Cheese Pizza $6.10
Additional Items:
12" Pizza $ .80 ea
16" Pizza $1.23 ea
Casino Cupreab Drivers cariy no rnoro
than Jit) in ch?nge Limited delivery area
10 mTnuli! pich up service available

CALL 728-1811
54 Barnard 5treet, Hartford

FREE DELIVERY 15 OUR HOTTEST GAME!
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Author Cites Need for Black Women's Studies
by Rachel Mann
On April 27, a black activist
and feminist visited Trinity College to speak on the issue of
black activism and curricular
reform. Barbara Smith presently
lives in New York and is
cofounding the Kitchen Table
Press, which will be the first
publishing company in America
which concentrates solely on
women's works.
Most of Ms. Smith's lecture
centered around the need for
Black Women's Studies in education. "Why do we need Black
Women's Studies? If you want
to understand black women's
experience, you need to focus
on Afro American Women.
When you say 'Women's Stud- •
ies,' it means while women and
when you say 'Black Studies,' it
means black men," she stressed.

Smith also .emphasized the
need for solidarity amongst all
women and a need to break
down racist and classist boundaries in the women's movement. She stated, '"What is divisive in sexism? — When one
group of people have power
over another group by virtue of
their sexual identities." She further points out that, it is important to look closely at the lives
and history of those groups that
have been and still are considered "deviant" from the rest of
society.
One positive aspect of incorporating classes and programs
that c o n c e n t r a t e on black
women — on their family life,
black women in prisons, outstanding black women, black
lesbianism, etc. — is the gratification a student gains from
finding some space in a world

"that is hostile to women generally."
"It is an act of political courage to focus on the lives of Afro
American women. It flies in the
face of all convention: But its
time has come." She points out
that Women's Studies grew out
of the Feminist movement, yet
"not too far down the road, it
fell away from the original impetus. It didn't challenge the
status quo. It was mostly about
white women with men's faces
— and certainly not l about black
women."
Smith emphasized that black
women have had different cultural experiences from white
women or black men," which
could totally transform the outlook of a course.
Smith questioned why black
women's s'tudies should be
taught from a Feminist perspec-

tive. "Sexism is real in the black
community, even if you don't
want to admit it," she says. "In
order to have some clear understanding, we must see sexual,
racial, class politics in our lives
— these are all involved. It is
not a single issue and struggle,
If it was, we'd have to cut off
parts of ourselves in the struggjes of the movement.
.
The bridge is how -do you
raise issues of sex, and politics
without turning away from your
origins?" Smith pointed out that
many minority women are asked and even forced to choose
between their culture, ethnicity,
and femaleness — particularlyin the face of the women's
movement and in Women's
Studies. "The thing is, is that's,
not the way life is." Yet.black
women, she notes, ace often
caught in the mire of all these

issues and in the bind of identity as a woman when it is hard
enough to be a black. She said
that all these problems also apply just as rigidly to Third World
women and Asians.
Summing up her feelings of
solidarity and support which
she believes must exist between all women, she stated,
"Even though I want to know
rnore about black women, without a feminist consciousness, it
would be futile. Ultimately, we
have to find our allies, to
achieve what we want to have.
Saying you are a black woman
does no' mean that you are not
open to forming coalitions."
Thus, education and consciousness is most important before
stepping strongly and confidently into these coalitions.
Her new book,
edited with two other black
women, is entitled, But Some of
Us Are Brave.

Nader Encourages
Students to Act

roilstirs
oSn
&Seven
SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO.. NYC. AMERICAN WHISKEY-A BLEND. 80PHOOf

continued from page 1
crusader for automobile safety
against the giant conglomerates.
Advertising played an important
role in shaping opinions, with such
slogans as "Buy this car, because
it's beautiful," he stated. "The ads
were all catered so people wouldn't
ask the hard questions," concerning safety and efficiency, Nader
noted. As a result, sales boomed,
and "technological stagnation set in
in Detroit," he stated.
Nader criticized the Reagan administration for not taking a stand'
on auto safety. "They believe in the
freedom of the American people to
go through windshields," he stated.
Nader continued to address the
problem of advertising, comparing
theconcernsqf both the companies
and the consumers. To get you to
buy their food product, for example, companies prepare items that
are "tasty, easy to chew, visually
presentable, and easy to prepare,"
he stated. Consumers, on the other
hand, look for products that are
"nutritious, devoid of harmful
chemical additives, competitively
priced, and meet some sanitary
requirements." Business attitudes
such as these "are simply not compatible with a democratic society,"
Nader maintained. "Sure, go arid
produce your cars, but don't
poison our air," he stated.. "Don't
use chemicals in our food for your
own cosmetic needs."
Nader criticized the Reagan administration for its "virulent and
extremist forms of Republicanism." H« opposed Washington's stand on a number of issues,
including nuclear energy, energy
conservation, pollution, and budget
cuts that favor the rich. "They are
not a government of the people, for
the people, and by the people, but a
government of Exxon, for Du Pont,
and by General Motors," he stated,
The present administration "is
doing things' that the Nixon and
Ford administrations would never
even dared to do," Nader continued. He cited the elimination of
the Women, Infants and Children
Program, which "has significantly
reduced infant mortality in the past
decade," as one such example.
Three hundred million dollars will
be saved, less than the cost of one
Trident submarine, Nader noted.
"What administration (in the past)
would have moved to destroy that
program?'" he asked.
Finally, Nader stated that "The
two most important goals of our
lifetimes" are "the solar conversion
of the economy," and control of
the arms race, two issues that the
Reagan administration is not addressing. He concluded by stating.
"We must appreciate how long it
will take this country to recover
from these four years."

Editorial
Time For Chang®
It was only two years ago that I came to Trinity with high expectations. I had anticipated diverse social and intellectual interaction and, most importantly, a constant evolution of
thought. Yet, much to my dismay, these preconceptions concerning a "growing experience" at Trinity were disillusioned.
I came to the Tripod a year and a half ago, feeling it was one
of the most influential organizations on campus and consequently would prove to be a worthwhile experience. Through
my affiliation with the Tripod I've learned much about Trinity
and, more significantly, about the individuals who compose
this reputable institution.
Unfortunately, my attitude towards Trinity and its student
body was somewhat pessimistic at times. First of alt, Trinity
appears to be stagnant. The buildings have remained standing
for many years and so have many of the professors. Life is
constantly changing, but is Trinity?
I feel it is imperative for an educational institution like ours
to offer a diverse range of social and intellectual options. Yet
we are confined to an inadeauate student center like Mather.
There are also confinements placed on us academically. It is
true we have an open curriculum, but, on the other hand,
many courses for the non-major are almost immediately filled
"and hopelessly inaccessable. Worse, the number of course offerings in certain departments is limited. Given these two
obstacles, the student's "interest is stifled in trie long run.
Do confinements like these repel the student's interest, or,
more disturbingly, is it that the students just don't care? Many
students will complain about something but few will take action- I am most upset by those who will bicker and criticize the
Tripod, or any aspect of Trinity, but will never do anything to
improve the situation. What's more frightening is that my
generation, materially oriented "as many of us are, strives for
personal self-gratification, not willing to "stick their necks
out" for a cause. It appears to me that this attitude is most
prevalent at Trinity. Students either don't want change, or
ready don't care enough to initiate it.
Working for three semesters on the Editorial Board, I've
seen shifts in attitudes and thought. Yet each administration
striyed for change. The cause: a better academic Institution in
which to grow. This adminsitration has also attempted to accentuate change concerning those faults in Trinity's matrix.
Whether or not people listen is another question,
:
I leave the door open to change for those who wish to enter.
I know that the members of my staff have worked hard to initiate change. I only hope that in the future Trinity will too.

Harsh Reaction
To the Editor:
A number of weeks ago, a
thought provoking article appeared
in Newsweek about a book entitled
The New York Times Selective
Guide To Colleges. Trinity College,
we were all proud to discover, was
given a twelve star rating on a fifteen star scale, placing it. in a
category with schools like Harvard
and Yale, and among the thirty-five
top schools in the nation. Trinity's
successful showing on this test,
however, has been overshadowed
by reactions made to the blatant

idiocy of one Trinity student who
was quoted in the book. Because of
the reaction to this negative comment, the.time has come to correct
the view our own faculty has taken
of the majority of "innocent"'
Trinity students who did not par:
ticipate in the survey,
As most of us know, the Times
has rated all major schools in the
country, giving them from one to
five stars in each of three
categories: academia, social life and
quality of life (which includes such
• ,
continued on page 7

Sparks: The Long Walk
I didn't even attend my high
school graduation. It took place in
Pittsburgh's Civic Arena which
seats about 15,000, and if my
parents had wanted to locate me
they would have needed some
strong binoculars and a lot of
patience. At any rate, I decided to
forego the occasion because I felt
no real bond with my class of 646
and mostly because I just wanted to
get on with my life. ] don't feel that
way about May 23rd.
There are a lot of people that will
be donned in robes and dancing to
pomp and circumstances that mean
a great deal to me. I love what we
share here— smiles on the long
walk, gossip in the library, pretzel
rods in the Cave, beers in the Pub,
giggles in class, Hill Street Blues,
academic suicides, late night talks;
and simultaneous stereo screams. I
love it all, and what's more, I don't
feel the desire to move on that
quickly. It's too long a walk across
that podium.
I remember our first naive days
within the black iron fences when1
we smiled all the time and waited
for the upper classmen to show up'.
I remember endless leafings
through the pig book because we
had nothing else to do.
Now we cruise by each other in

ing stairs left me weak, and a short
game of basketball made me lightheaded.
One common, though unexpected effect, was a change" in temperament. Irritability and feelings
of anxiety were increased. This is
usually a tense time of year for
students, yet my anxiety was
heightened to a level beyond that
which I would normally have expected. Another experience was lack of
concentration and indecision (in
fact, I am finding this letter extremely difficult to write).
We Americans are notorious
over-eaters. We are also blessed
with an abundant variety of foods.
Even on a 1,000 calorie fast, we had
a distinct nutritive advantage over
the large numbers of people in our
world who eat this amount or less.
Most do not have our access to
supermarkets full of (low-caloriel)

The freshmen on my hall are all
excited about their new rooms
down on Crescent Street. I am happy for them but I feel removed from
their discussion— all of a sudden
we are in two completely different
stages of life. I will miss running into them in the course of my daily
routine and jumping along with
them to the beat of the GoGo's.
.Butthey are just beginning and I
am closing in on farewell.
I am feeling this goodbye, and
for the next couple of weeks I will
be toasting the Class of '82. My
toast will run something like this;
(forgive me if I quote Bruce
Springsteen but he always seems to
say it better than I do)
So we're scared and we're
thinking
That maybe we ain't that
young anymore
Show a little faith, there's
magic in the night
We may not be beauties,
but hey, we're all right.

We'll soon be in the big time and
getting together will no longer mean
Here's looking at you Class of
walking downstairs or yelling up a
window. People don't leave memo '82.1 love you and I wish you all the
boards outside their doors in apar- best in the world. I'll see you out on
ment buildings and there's no Wed- thebackstreets.
nesday night club in life. I never
Always—Kate Kennedy
wanted to go to college but now I'm.
Meyers
not so sure I want to leave.

Preoccupation With Youth:
A Human Flaw
by Marego Athans
'•' Another year is about to slip
through my fingers and once again,
I'm having trouble pinpointing
exactly when it was that I let it out
of my grasp. Perhaps I was asleep,
oi on vacation, when I was
oblivious to the tick df the clock. A
degree of uneasiness has come over
me lately, now that I'm almost
halfway through college, halfway to
forty. I figure it has something to
do with entering the third decade of
my life, and having nothing
tangible to show for the past two. I
want desperately to hold those years
in the palm of my hand, yet they
came and went and left no traces.
The decade ahead is perhaps chockfull of new excitements — like, a
career, a spouse and family — but
it, too, will pass and leave few
traces.
Three years ago, J would have
considered "twenty" just about the
end of life; today, it's the beginning. Twenty — that's how old I
thought "Mommy" was when she
had to hide ten years for fear I'd
broadcast her age all over town. It
just occurred to me that the line
between the present and the future
is a very personal thing, everyone
holds his own pen with which to
draw it. Making that kind of
decision, when to draw the line

A Need to Feed Less

Last week, about fifteen members of the Trinity Community ate
1,000 calories per day in order to
experience the feeling of eating the
same amount as the average person
in the world. Our normal diets were'
drastically changed: A typical meal
at McDonald's (Big Mac, french
fries, chocolate shake) has 1,110
calories. The daily need for the
average student is 2,850 calories for
men and 2,400 calories for we en.
Our restricted diets yielded me
interesting effects, some exp< ;d
and some surprising. I support <t
all expected to feel hungry -and
weak. My feelings of hunger were
constant throughout the first two
days, buy by Monday I was only
painfully hungry before meals. By
the end of the week, I found that I
was moderately (although not completely) satisfied after a meal. All
week long, activities such as climb-

high gear, always thinking of
something else, rushing off to an internship or an interview, keeping
occupied because free time leads to
reflection and that provokes some
highly volatile sentiment these days.
I haven't been stopping to talk with
my friends much lately and I think
it's because the automatic alarm on •
my personal defense mechanism has
been set off. I put up walls and
feign indifference because I know;
I'll have to say good-bye to them.
I look forward to meeting people
in unexpected places— the subway,
Bloomingdales, a rock concert. It
will be arkward at first since we no
longer share a common ground, but
that all disappears after a few beers
and a couple of laughs. It will be interesting to view everyone dressed
in something besides early L ; L.
Bean and discussing something
other than their next economics
test.

fresh fruits and vegetables, nor do
they have uncontaminated water to
drink. The diets of most of these
under-nourished people consist
chiefly of rice.
'
It is true that little was done to
help alleviate world hunger by our
fast. As a learning experience,
though, I believe that it was a
significant beginning. In the future,
many of us will not be eating as
much as we have in the past,
although I.am sure we will be eating
sufficient amounts, We will be less
inclined to eat junk foods or fast
foods. We will remember the great
numbers of people in our world
who eat less than we did this week.
We cry for them, and we will seek
ways in which we can provide for
them. Their need is much more
urgent than ours.
Jocelyn McWhirter Zug
•82

means reconciling reality with the
particular images you've grown up
with. And that can be difficult to
do.
Despite all the newness in store in
the "twenties," a certain sadness
rests within that's not unlike the
feeling of leaving home for the first
'time. It tells me I'll be cutting my
hair, giving up bubblegum, and far
worse, spending my extra savings
on Oil of Olay. While the former
two are relatively easy, inexpensive,
and harmless, .the latter reflects a
serious defect in our society.
Americans spend over five billion
dollars per year on products to
make them look younger. For the
average American woman, the
' 'need'' for these cosmetics is given,
as society says that wrinkles were
made to be smoothed out and gray
hair to be colored, lest you cease to

be attractive. Clearly, there's a
serious attitude problem here; but
moreover, no matter now many
times a day you bathe in Oil of
Olay, the fact remains that you're
going to get old. Despite the anxiety
such.as attitude attaches to every
birthday, it's darned expensive as
well, and I have no doubts that
Americans in 1982 could figure out
a more useway way to spend five
billion dollars.
Preoccupation with youth is no
more than vanity, which is in turn
regarded by many to be the central
human flaw; so perhaps is our
culture's preoccupation with youth
— one of our most psychologically
and economically destructive forces. I must admit still having mixed
feelings about turning twenty, but
then again, I do have until December.
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Letters and Commentary
Higher Standards Lead to Lower Incentives
continued from page 6
amenities as food, climate, etc.).
Though I have not read the book, it
is my understanding that, from articles which subsequently appeared
in the Hartford Courant, Trinity
received five stars for its social environment, four stars for quality of
life and three stars for academics.
Regarding the Time's three star
evaluation of Trinity's academic
standards, I feel,I must respond.
When I first decided to come to
Trinity, I looked initially at its
academic reputation and then at its
"intangibles." In my book, the
college is a "five" academically. It
is a shame that it took the comments
of one student to lower the
academic rating of an entire institution: one student who stated
that anyone who cannot get a " B "
or better in a course at the college,
is somehow lacking in mentality.
I have no idea why the student in
question felt it necessary to
generalize his/her views about the
academics here at Trinity, however,
I do know what this comment has
come to mean to one of my
professors: "If students at Trinity
feel their grades are inflated, then it
is time for the graders to do their
part to fight inflation." This view,
it should be noted, seems to be the
one commonly held by many other
incensed professors.

Suddenly, I find myself being
judged not on individual merit, but
on a scale relative to the level of
achievement of all other Trinity
students. The " C " , and average
grade at most other schools,
becomes a well-above-average
grade at Trinity because all of the
students are "above average." This
means that to get an " A " at Trinity
College in the future will become
increasingly difficult as our
"academic standards" are improved. The " A " student should be
"annointed with incense and
myrrh," says one maddened
professor. What hope does such a
policy give to the "average"
student like myself? Absolutely
NONE! •

I came to Trinity to be
challenged, and have found, not to
my surprise, that the college is more
than adequately prepared to give
me these challenges. I have experienced more pressure for
academic achievement at Trinity
than at any time during my secondary schooling. In high school, I
graduated a suma cum laude. At
Trinity, I, am having difficulty
maintaining a " B " average. How
will this "GPA" be affected by a
chance in grading standards? I
could work diligently in the future
and, "perhaps, receive one " B " ,
two " C ' s " and a " D " . What, do

these grades mean when I leave
Trinity to enter a competive job
market? The result can be summed
up in two monosyllabic words:
NO JOB.
• Trinity is an extremely rigorous
institution. Engaged professors
should give this, my statement,
equal consideration before they
begin "tightening their belts." If
th'ey will not give this statement as
least as much weight as the one
found in the book by the Times,,
then I can only hope that they will

To the Trinity Community:
On behalf of the Trinity
Awareness Week Committee, we
would like to thank everyone who
worked so hard to make this year's
programs the success they were. We
would especially like to thank the
faculty, administrators, and staff
who worked with us, led
discussions, or attended events; we
felt that this sense of community involvement shows once again that
everyone can work together toward
a common goal of making Trinity
College a better place to be.
During the week, many issues
and ideas were discussed including
religious prejudice, racism, sexism,
alcoholism, environmental concerns,
and problems resulting from the

obtain other student opinions on
the subject before they take action.
The word of one publication
should not overshadow the
judgements of other reference
works, such as theBarron'sbookor
Peterson's Guide to Colleges and
Universities. Furthermore, the
comment of an individual should
not be sufficient evidence to condemn the academics of an institution. Why can't we simply conclude that The Times evaluation

should not be sufficient evidence to
condemn the academics of an institution. Why can't we simply conclude that The Times' evaluation
was inaccurate and take pride in
Trinity College as it is. Higher
academic standards would only increase the prevalence of academic
failure while giving students little or
no incentive to work harder for
grades that are merely unobtainable.
One of many concerned students.

•THANKS
arms build-up. We hope that
everyone had an opportunity to attend a lecture or to participate in a
discussion for not only were these
programs enlightening but also they
stimulated a spirit of awareness
rarely exhibited at Trinity.
It is this spirit of awareness which
we hope can be carried over into
next year. Doing so will take a lot of
hard work, but the foundations

have been set; If we are successful,
Trinity College will be a better place
for everyone to live, study and
work.
Rember: It is up to you, so "keep
your eyes on the world around
you."
,
Sincerely,
Carolyn Ginsburgh '82
John Kalishman '84,
Awareness Week Coordinators

The Tripod welcomes and encourages Letters to the Editor.
AH letters MUST be signed by the author, whose name will be
withheld upon request. Letters which are in poor taste or
libelous will not be printed. All letters MUST be typed and
double-spaced. Deadline is 5 p.m. Saturday. Please deliver all
letters via campus mail (box 1310) or to The Tripod World
Headquarters in the basement of Jackson Hall.

An Alternative Viewpoint to Trinity Awareness Week
by David Gurliacci
Sit down before you read further,
dear reader. If you're in polite company, leave it. If your health is
fragile, ask a friend to provide a
. synopsis. For Rank Heresy is about
to be uttered and you wouldn't
want to be victimized by it
unawares.
I've always felt — are you sitting
down, dear reader? — that if a person wants to become aware of political issues (come to think of it, just
like the way the Trinity Awareness
Week Coalition wanted Trinity students to be Aware during Trinity
Awareness Week last week) — uh,
let me start over. /

A heresy: I've always felt that if a
person wants to become Aware of
political, issues and approaches
things in an open-minded way he
would want to examine each issue
by listening to all perspectives (or at
least several perspectives) of the
political spectrum.
Well, now I've done it. Next
week the Tripod's Commentary section will be deluged with angry
replies denouncing me for even
thinking such an awful thought:
"How can the Tripod allow such
reactionary slop to appear on its
pages?" "How can a supposedly intelligent student at Trinity subscribe
to such bilge?" "Mr. Gurliacci is
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again, I'm afraid, engaging in more
of his reactionary right-wingery,
fundamentalist anti-communism*
and
creeping
McCafthyism.
Nothing could be further from the
ideals of this Liberal Arts college
than to examine all sides of the
issues. As a professor, I find that
my students have trouble enough
trying to memorize the side of the
issues that I give them. Mr.
Gurliacci, in an effort to indoctrinate them in his particular
ideology, would only complicate
matters more."
I must be a masochist to be doing .
this.
Yes, yes, I know that everybody
disagrees with me on this subject,
but please, just hear me out: If
everybody were to listen to at least
some
opposing
viewpoints,
maybe—just maybe— they would
find certain faults in the arguments
of one of those sides that they might
not have noticed before. Yes, yes,
yes, I know what you're thinking,
dear reader: "How on earth could
the side that is Right, that holds a
monopoly on Truth and Goodness
ever have anything wrong with its
arguments? And what if it did,
anyway? That's not the most important thing. The people who
uphold the Truth are sincere and
they mean well—we should support
those people. And if they've got the
facts wrong, or their reasoning is
non-existent, so what?"
Which brings me to Heresy
Number Two: I kind of think that a
person's opinions should be formed
by first finding facts and then by
referring to facts in arguments that
use logic correctly. If an opinion is
founded on faulty logic or untrue
"facts," then—and you don't have,
to agree with me, dear reader—I
think that the opinion itself may be
faulty.
Which brings me back to Heresy
Number One: The best way to
figure out the least faulty opinion
of the several opinions that people
usually form about political issues,
is to test that opinion using facts
and logic. And the best way to do
,that is through presenting^ the best

opinions—several of them—on
each subject, and debating them.
Believe it or hot, dear reader,
even Liberals used to think this. But
they've made a lot of progress singe
then.
At least the people running the
Trinity Awareness Week show have
made a lot of progress.. You don't
think they're that progressive, dear
reader? Then how explain the fact
that they brought not even one
• Conservative or non-Liberal
speaker to campus? How explain
the fact that the Trinity Republican
Club wasn't asked to contribute to
the success of the show? How explain the fact that the topics
(though not the titles) of the several
events were " T h e Right-wjng
Meanies in El Salvador," "The
Icky-ness Of Nukes," "The Yuckyness of Raising Eligibility Standards
for Federal Handouts."
No, dear reader, it's pretty clear
that the guys running the Trinity
Awareness Week show believe that
" e d u c a t e " ("To provide with
knowledge or training, especially
through formal schooling, teach")
is the same as "indoctrinate" ("To
teach to accept a system of thought
uncritically"). And they are the
same if you "educate" in a particular way.
If the focus of your educating is

on bringing experts representing
one particular point of view, and if
you ignore subjects that make you
uncomfortable (like Poland,
Afghanistan, Yellow Rain, and
other atrocities), then even if you
do allow for question-and-answer
time at the close of each event, you
can do a pretty successful job of in-,
doctrinating and stifling critical
thought on an issue. If "education"
that wants to increase critical
thought on an issue is your goal,,
then you encourage different perspectives, you bring in diverse types
of speakers and engage in debates.
You get professors who have diverse,
viewpoints to moderate discussions.
Yes, I know, very heretical.
At the Nuclear Arms discussion,
humorously entitled " N u c l e a r
freeze: Replying to its Critics"
(what critics have Trinity students
ever been exposed to on campus?)
Dr. Kirkpatrick brought the three
inch high stack of papers he's been
studying up on for some time and
"discussed" the issue with us. I was
the only one4 in the crowd
challenging his opinions. Naturally,
he paused at some points when it
became dear that only he and I
were dominating the discussion, to
ask if anybody else wanted a chance
continued on page 8

Parent Dies
Carol Lynn Palmero, wife of
Albert Palmero and mother of
David A. Palmero, Class of '82,
and Dianne Palmero, died at 2 a.m.
Thursday morning after slipping into a coma. Carol was currently
working on her PH.D. in Nutrition
and was Medical Researcher and
Connecticut Coordinator of the
national organization S.U.F.F.E.R.
(Save Us From Formaldehyde Environmental Repercussions). She
also served on the Board of Directors of the Connecticut Lupus
Foundation and was a member of
the Harwinton
Conservation
Committee.
The Palmero family became active .in S.U.F.F,E..R. after their

home was insulated with ureaformaldehyde foam insulation in
December of 1976. Unfortunately,
the foam did not cure and released
poisonous formaldehyde gas. Carol
became the sickess since she
remained in the home 24 hours a
day. The family stayed in the home
3 months before discovering the
cause of their problems. Once they
moved from the house, the family
still had health problems and Carol
subsequently died due to liver
failure. Just last month, the Consumer Product Safety Commission
voted to ban urea-formaldehyde
foam-insulation. Donations to the
Connecticut Lung Association
would be greatly appreciated.
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Letters and Commentary
Vital Source For A.U.C.

To the Editor:
Trinity College has been a vital
source of candidates who have applied for admission to the American
University of the Caribbean School
of Medicine (A.U.C.).
A.U.C. holds Trinity College, its
alumni, and its present student
body in high esteem. In view of that
fact, we wish to make available for
competent and qualified students of
your institution, who are interested
in pursuing a career in medicine, the
opportunity to become acquainted
with and to apply for admission to
A.U.C.
We are pleased to inform you
that several of our former students,
alumni of your institution, have
now earned their M.D. Degrees at
the American University of the
Caribbean School of Medicine and
are in Medical Residency Programs
in recognized quality hospitals
throughout the United States.
A.U.C, like many American
medical schools, has adopted a
comparable three-year medical
program leading to a Doctor of
Medicine Degree. The medical
curriculum offered at A.U.C.
uniformly parallels the curriculae of
American medical schools. The
academic criteria and standards for
admission to our school are similar
to those of quality American and
Canadian
medical
schools;
however, there are no restrictions

made regarding age, sex, religion,
race or nationality.
Students accepted into A.U.C.
attend classes in the Basic Sciences
at our campus in Montserrat, an
island in the British West Indies.
The school is listed in the World
Health Organization (WHO) and is
chartered by the British Crown
Colony. It has a full-time teaching,
faculty of highly-talented medical
educators, and all instruction is in
English.
Following the satisfactory completion of one and one-half years of
the Basic Sciences, students are then
assigned to quality clinical clerkship
programs in hospitals in the United
States and in the United Kingdom.
At the termination of one and one
half years of proficient performance
in the clerkships in all the medical
disciplines and in all the required
electives, students are. then eligible
for the A.U.C. Final Examination.
Upon passing the Exam students
are graduated and receive their
Doctor of Medicine Degrees.
This capsule description of our
medical school may be utilized by
you in all fashions necessary to
publicize this information for the
benefit of your pre-medical and
other qualified students who are interested in a good medical school.
Applications for classes beginning in the semesters of July, 1982
and January, 1983 will be forwar-

ded on request. Information regarding the requirements for admission, the tuition, and other pertinent statistics may be obtained by
contacting me, Harriet V. Carter,
Administrative Assistant to the
Clinical Dean, American University
of the Caribbean School of
Medicine, 100 N.W. 37th Avenue,
Miami, Florida 33125, telephone
(305)643-1150.
Sincerely yours,.
Harriet V. Carter
Administrative Assistant
to the Clinical Dean

Delta Phi
To the Trinity Community:
The brothers of Alpha Beta
Gamma wish to announce their
presence on campus as a new
fraternity. As a group of
sophomores, we hope to improve
the Trinity community and
strengthen the fraternity system.
By next fall, we anticipate
becoming the Sigma Chapter of
Delta Phi, a small national fraternity that was active at Trinity until
1972. We will be holding open rush
next fall for those interested in finding out more about us. We will
look forward to becoming fully active at Trinity next year.
Thank you,
Jonathan O. Wicks
Corresponding Secretary

Examine The
Political Spectrum
actual military needs—then social
and economic factors are irrelevant.)
Well, he wouldn't answer my
question. He refused. Hardly encourages critical thinking, does it?
At another discussion, a
professor said he had to get to class,
but before he left he did want to say
something. He made a statement
describing his opinion on a subject
and then left. No questioning of his
reasons for holding that opinion,
no questioning of his facts. No
critical evaluation of his pronounment. He was very sincere,
however, and he meant well.
Meaning well is not enough.
Several of the heretics on campus
have decided to set up their own
organizations to elbow their way in
on the overall political climate on
:ampus by starting their own events
'.o provide for a balance in the
airing of viewpoints. Eye brows
will, of course, furrow in consternation ("How dare they attempt
such a thing!"). Concerned faculty
will ruffle their Tripods and
"Harrumph!" to read about them.
Sophomores will snicker. But those
who form the groups and those who
join them are too fed up to give a
damn. These groups are separate
from each other, and don't include
all of the same people, and. are
formed for different reasons.

continued from page 7
to speak. And this was what he
should have done, too. But the effect it had was to present one side of
the opinion even more than otherwise. When one side is in a
minority, even if it has the only opposing viewpoint to the majority's,
it will never be given an equal shot
at making its case in a discussion
group—unless the few people that
defend the minority viewpoint start
hogging the floor. And that's
wrong, too. So, even discussion
groups don't provide good forums
for the airing of opposing views.
Speaking events are sometimes
worse. I attended the "Social and
Economic Effects of the Arms
Build-up" speech and asked a particularly embarassing question to
the speaker. ("If you felt a certain "
level of military spending was
necessary for the military needs of
this country, regardless of what you
felt that need to be, wouldn't you
spend that amount regardless of the
economic costs? I mean, you're not
saying that the economic costs
would be worse than the costs of
not spending what you think is
necessary, do you.?" Destroyed his
argument: Since military considerations are the sole factor in
determining military needs—at
whatever level individuals feel are

Thin-Skinned Colleges? Yale's Guide Is Even Ridiculous
Editor's Note: This is an article
The Times did apparently leave
provided by CPS pertaining to the ' itself wide open for criticisms from
N.Y. Times removal of its name administrators who complained the
from the best-selling 'Light* cam- book was little more than a
pus guide.
"restaurant guide approach."
riddled with factual errors and
unfair, superficial judgments.
(CPS)What hurts most, many say, is
A humorist once described a
university as a place which that even though the tone is
provides sex for its students, consciously irreverent, The Times'
parking for the faculty, and sports lofty status gives the book a certain
aura of objectivity.
for the alumni.
"You just expect more from the
But if the outcry over a campus
guide recently published by the New York Times," says Koy Floyd,
New York Times is any indication, university relations director at the
colleges are no longer the best University of Tulsa. "They said, in
places for that kind of wise-guy effect: 'If you want to have a good
time, go to Tulsa, but if you want
college humor.
Under criticism for irreverently an education, go elsewhere.' "
grading 265 campuses, the
"It's a very serious matter for us.
newspaper has withdrawn its name Here they are trying to rate an
from future editions of what was entire academic program, and they
The New York Times Selective use a sarcastic, flippant attitude."
Guide to Colleges and Universities,
Floyd was upset enough to fly to
and has offered to meet with New York personally to4 confront
aggrieved administrators to correct book and Times education editor
factual errors in the book.
Edward B. Fiske with factual errors
The Times, however, is not the in the Tulsa section
only would-be guide to colleges to
Among the other schools to
take its lumps recently for poking object to their evaluations in the
fun at bad cafeteria food, dull book were Kentucky, Colby
communities and rah-rah campuses. Even Yale's irreverent
Insider's Guide to the Colleges,
a ten-year-old veteran of the wisecrack rating genre, is thinking
about getting a little more serious.

College^ Rhode Island, Dartmouth,
Baylor, Syracuse, Bard ^College,
Carnegie-Mellon, Rochester and
Auburn.
"If you notice, most of the
criticism has come from secondand third-ranked private colleges,"
Fiske says. "All of the objective
criticism — in the Christian
Science Monitor and the Wall
Street Journal — has been positive.
Most of the critical mail has come
from schools in very competitive
markets."
Fiske concedes "in a project as
complex as this there will be some
factual errors," and is ready to
correct them. He defends the
book's light tone by saying, "We
tried to say, 'What questions would
a student ask when he is looking at
universities?' and answer them.
The bulk of the book is what
students said about their campuses."
He says the Times is withdrawing
its name from the book — which
was and will continue to be
published by Times Books —
because "the book wasn't written
like a newspaper. Some people

COUNSELING

The reason, says one editor, is.
that the jokes' targets are too
worried about survival to do much
laughing.
"I think universities are more
sensitive to criticism, especially
with the enrollment picture the
way it is now," says Charles
Straughn, editor of Lovejoy's
Guide to Colleges and Universities,
a traditionally objective, comprehensive study of 3500 colleges
published annually since 1945.
Lovejoy's has "looked at the
others, and it's a tough act to
follow. You leave yourself wide
open for all kinds of criticism
whatever you do (with a lighter
look). I think we'll stick to our
objective approach."

A complete service to help you conduct an
effective job search campaign, including:
•• Professional Resume Preparation.
• In-depth interview training.
• Marketing campaign planning.

might say the food at Dartmouth is
terrible. Some might say it's good,
It's not the way it would be written
in a newspaper,"
Jasper Reid, editor of Yale's
usually-humorous guide, disagrees
that universities are becoming thinskinned in these times of budget
cutting, but adds his book — which
some adminstrators have called
"sophomoric" — is changing its
tone..
"It's getting less silly," Reid says.
"It started ten years ago, and what
we do is get sudents to say in their
own words — and some of them
are sophomores — what they think
about their colleges. We now see
our role as being more important,
and we tend to take it more
seriously than we used t o . "

for libel by Ithaca College in 1979.
College administrators felt the
portrayal in the guide was unfair.
The case was dismissed in late 1981
on the grounds that a college is a
public figure subject "to fair
criticism. The guide has omitted
/ Ithaca from its listing since 1979.
Fiske, on the othej- hand, has no
plans to drop any schools from
later editions, and sales of his book
have~soaredwith the controversy.
The Times brought the book out in
January, and quickly sold out all
16,000 copies. A second order of
30,000 also sold out, and the third
run, coming out in April, already
has a heavy pre-sale.
Lovejoy's Straughn ponders the
sales with amused envy. "They're
going to outsell us. All this
publicity is like being banned in
The Yale guide was itself sued Boston."
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Arts/Entertainment
Punk and Kung Fu Combined in Dance Concert
By Karen Webber
A great way to conclude AjJril
and to usher in May, the spring
Student Dance Concert of April
and May 1, choreographed by
students and faculty, presented
quite a range of movement from
Kung Fusto Dance-Theatre.
Air, choreographed by Connie
Kreemer, would have worked better
as a solo work than as a group
dance with students Laura Austin,
Patty Bave, Allison Friday, Tim
Martin and Annette Shlagenhauff;
the piece loses a lot of its. charm
when the focus is split between five.
Although still fluid and sweeping it
became too diluted in its limpid
gestures. The finest moments were
those when all five came together to
form a joyous circle, moving in and
out like dancers around a Maypole.
The second piece was quite accurately entitled Shapes. The work
demonstrates choreographer Tim
Martin's ability to control his body.
Allison Friday repeats Martin's
movement sequence and finally the
two come together to form most
impressive shapes; the two emerge
as one, thejr bodies forming sharp
angles and planes. Friday is draped,
twirled, and finally carried off.
Counting, the piece that
followed, presented a nice contrast
to the other pieces in the first half
of
the
program.- It
was
choreographed
by
Annette
Schlagenhauff, and I particularly
enjoyed her movement sequence
but found myself distracted by.
Friday. I felt the two were disjointed, fighting each other, vying for
space. Schlagenhauff's use of Carl
Rosen and Julie Wolcott as punk
rockers provided interesting counterpoint. The Rosen/Friday duet
was particularly enjoyable.
In Second Hand Merce,
choreographed and performed by
Martin, he once again demonstrated muscular control, but this
time the repetition became
somewhat monotonous. Interesting
isolated movements such as his
flexed foot kept a bit off balance
held my interest. I kept thinking

however, that perhaps the average
viewer needed to be more versed in
Merce to enjoy this piece.
Insane, Insane Again ended the
first set, providing a flashy and
theatrical finish. It provided a
slightly numbing effect on the
audience through repetition, much
spastic movement, shiny sequins
and loud music. The offstage
breaks provided momentary relief
but the sequence began again; the
structured confusion made this
piece enjoyable but hard to watch.
Gangster Movie, another Martin
creation, moved toward dancetheatre with its use of stage setting,
costume and characterization. Performers included Jim Bolton, Erik
Bruun, Tim Clarke, Dave Guild,
Russell Hall, and Selden Wells.
Breaks in the music accompanied
by dramatic tableaus highlighted
the piece. Particularly clever was a
transformation into a cartoon scene
which would have given the piece a
neat finish, but Martin instead
chose to tack on a final scene which
made for an awkward finish.
Dressed in red, Sheila Davidson,
Allistm Friday, Sara Greene, Wendy Perkins and Alison Pomerantz
danced Pomerantz's Pulsar. The
movements were slick but predictable, and the space was not explored in an original manner; the
dancers moved in lines, back and
forth, up and down, and individual
styles impeded precise execution.
Choreographed and performed
by Dan Boyne, Five Animals united
dance and the Martial Arts and was
perhaps the most unique piece of
the evening. It raised softie controversial questions as to whether
the Martial Arts can be considered
dance, and if so, what the criteria is
for a combination. Boyne was
graceful, agile and balletic in his
movement. The work was an
arrangement of the Kung Fu
positions and the music helped
evoke particular images. Boyne
demonstrated how danceable the
Martial Arts can be.
Night Whispers, choreographed
by Judy Dworin, teamed Friday
and Martin once again. The piece

Two performers dance the varied choreography of this weekend's student and faculty dance concert.

lacked a unifying theme; I wanted
more interaction between Friday
and Martin. The music was wonderful — well suited for the piece,
and the ending was particularly effective with the couple walking
backwards, illnmiriated in yellow. ' '
Connie Kreemer's Country Dan •
. .,„,.
..
By Denise M. D'Agostino
ce concluded the evening. It evoked
the image of a hoe-down — with
"What kind of poetry do you
wonderful music provided>by Fidwrite?"
How does one respond to
dle Fever. Cute and centrified, the
piece included dancers Laura such a query without sighing,
Austin, Patty Bave, Allison Friday, chuckling or grimacing? The poet
Tim
Martin
and
Annette calls his or her sense of propriety to
mind and calmly explains emotions,...
Schlagenhauff.
thoughts and circumstances. Forced
- More Dance, provided much fine with this question, Professor Dori
movement, unifying the. talent of Katz smiles, ponders, and answers,
faculty and students into an en- "Oh you know, free verse, syllabic
. . . " And, then, seriously: "My
joyable evening of dance.
poetry is about people as opposed
to Nature. It concerns relationships," And indeed it does,
especially those relationships which
are so dear yet so difficult to
is not reflective of his concept.
sustain. In her reading sponsored
Kramer often chooses to ignore the
by the Poetry Center last Wedproperties and characteristics of the
nesday, Katz shared these relationmedium itself, and hence his exships.
periments become limited to surface
" I swear sometimes it is very hard
color. A look around the gallery
to love you/ but very necessary," is
demonstrates this criticism.
a line from Ms. Katz's poem "Two
On the front entrance wall of
Women" which so aptly conveys
Austin Arts Center, Kramer's paintthe. essence of much of her poetry.
ing of a tree is too static. Color is
Specifically, Ms. Katz concerns herlayered upon color without a cenself with child-parent relationships
tral theme. Like his prints inside the
—mother/daughter as well as
gallery, the piece does not work as a
whole; there are too many conflict„ nfi^f*
ing parts-either too much of too lit-,
tie contrast. Kramer relies on his
to get into the medium. He cannot
drawing ability too much. A good
rely on his drawing/technical
draftsman, he is sometimes able to
abilities. Kramer is really unable to
get away with drawings in colors or
create in this piece — he is able to
ink instead of creation within that
manipulate the ideals in sculpture
specific medium.
more than he does in his paintings
Two paintings in the gallery, a
and prints. His'paintings and prints
landscape and a portrait, express
are frustrated in comparison to his
Kramer's potential. He is thinking
sculpture. There is nothing wrong
about the whole picture and thus inwith making a static composition a
tegrates the color and composition.
contrast of bold color, but it
All the elements of the picture add
doesn't appear that Kramer wants
up to a central theme. The main
Don Katz
to make that kind of statement.
idea is supplemented by the variety
Kramer fights himself .— he
of parts.
becomes too wrapped up in convenLikewise, the only sculpture in
tionalities and cliches to reveal his
the exhibit reflects a concern for the
true potential.
whole piece. Kramer works with the
Kramer feels that the show has
stone, and clearly expresses what
made him realize that he has "a
his intention is in tht ..»•..- iv. :ny
opinion this is one of his better long way to go" and that it has
given him "impetus to get there."
works, He has no other choice but

Exhibit Shows Senior's Potential
Rick Kramer's senior show in
Austin Arts Center is, in his words,
" a baring of the soul." Dedicated
to Gail Goldbloom who was a close
friend of his, Kramer's exhibit
reflects a great deal of emotion.
Kramer's aim appears to be the
achievement • of dramatic impact.
Through bold colors and compositional relationships he creates
an unsettling tense atmosphere in
his work. This aspect of Kramer's
work links him to the twentieth
century figure painter, Francis
Bacon, who transforms paintings of
the past in terms of his own inward
vision.
Kramer's paintings and graphics
reflect good drawing and good
technical ability, but there is a lack
of integration between the color,
the darks and lights, and the
drawing. The boldness of his color

Dori Katz Reads
Revealing Poetry
father/daughter. As she says in her
poem "Rerun," "needing each
other's vulnerability/we'll choose'
each other willingly," which does
not so much define the undertone o f
these relationships but presents the
disconcerting,. almost frightening,
realities of them.
;.
•However, Ms. Katz's relationship
with both her parents has gone
beyond the awkward, hard moments known to all of us.
Separations
and
sometimes
reunions define these relationships;
Katz was a Jewish child living in the
Europe of World War II, She was
separated from her parents and
given to another family to live — to
survive, and she speaks, of these
sufferings and horrors quietly,
almost matter-of-factly. Yet this
serves to intensify the emotion of
her poetry. From her piece
"Separations" we can get a stark
image of what a small child felt
watching her blood family leave her
in the care of strangers: "goodbye
Dori without / moving their lips or
arms."
• Katz has survived, and does survive. Yet survival has its cost. In'the
piece "For A Woman Taking Off
At Last," Katz quietly tells us that
survival has its pain: "hidden handicaps have dug a trench/between
you and the world." With her
poetry, Ms. Katz attempts to fill
this trench.
But we are limited in our understanding. Artist Joye Zarick has
produced
pencil
drawings
illustrating many of Katz's pieces.
The images are haunting and
disturbing in their vivid portrayal
of Ms. Katz's words.
We can call back our own sense
of loss, hurt, disillusion and confusion, but they are our own in their
own magnitudes and intensities.
Katz's voice "stirs up longing/for
something that must be lost again,
but we ihould be-grateful for the
brief remembrance Ms. Katz gives
us of the lost part of the self.
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Arts/ Entertainment
Senior Pianist Performs
By Jennifer Wolfe
The truly outstanding student
pianist is a rare find. Only a very
few make their way to the top, and
only after many years of disciplined
hard work. Senior Victoria Lenkeit
is one of those rare students, and
her performance last Wednesday in
a Senior recital in Garmany Hall is
proof.

Sent

Victoria Lenkeit performing in her senior recital last Wednesday in Gar many Hall.

Spanish Music Livens Garmany
ByAmyKuntz

Spanish composers Albeniz and
Granados. Her mastery of the
rhythmic complexities and subtleties of these early 20th century
pieces evoked a strong sense of their
power and emotion.

Spanish and Latin American"
music from several centuries filled
the air in Garmany Hall the evening
of April 29 at a recital sponsored*by
the Department of Modern
Languages and the Spanish Club.
Senior Alice Harlow carried the
The performance, which attracted audience back to 16th century Spain
an appreciative audience of about
with her excellent vocal inter35 people, featured music ranging pretations of four short songs.
from classical piano to guitar and Their themes ranged from a sort of
vocal numbers.
incantation to the moon, expressively sung by Harlow, to the
First to perform was pianist
complaints of a young man sufSuzanne MacNamee, Spanish
Dormitory coordinator, who ably .fering from unrequited love, as
demonstrated her musical talents, described in a sprightly duet by
playmg two selections by the Harlow and MacNamee.

t h e third part of the evening's
program was devoted to Latin
American music performed by Juan
Brito and Pedro Espinoza, two of
the announcers for Que Pasa
Radial, the WRTC-FM Spanishlanguage program. They played and
sang music from such countries as
Peru and Bolivia, and the success of
their performance was evident from
the enthusiasm generated in the
audience.
In all, the lively, emotional and
sometimes haunting spirit of Spain
and Latin America was brought to
life in a polished and well-realized
performance.

by Arum KhtUchaturian. The
modernity of the piece was handled
very well, and Lenkeit achieved
distinct contrasts in sound and
rhythm which were clean and controlled. The use of volume was fully
developed, and was combined with
smooth scales to make the piec§,a
nice contrast with the Bach and
Mozart.
The second half of the program
The program included works was as well controlled as the first,
which ranged in style from the. but Lenkeit's fingers seemed to be
classic Bach and Chopin to the con- much more relaxed, and she became
temporary Rachmaninoff and thoroughly involved with her
Copland. Lenkeit performed all music. Rachmaninoff's Three
with controlled and able technique. Preludes (early 1900's) were played
Athough nervousness hindered her very musically; the forte sections
in the beginning, she quickly were fully developed without the
warmed up and her technical skills usual harshness. The third prelude
kept the music flowing smoothly.
was particularly well done.
The program began with Bach's
Chopin's Polonaise in C sharp
Prelude and Fugue in G major minor, op. 26, no. 1 (1836) showed
(1772) in which Lenkeit maintained Lenkeit's technical skills in her
the steady rhythm so difficult to flowing arpeggios, and she was able
control in Bach's works. She made to bring out the melodic theme so
good use of crescendos and well that even the untrained listener
decrescendos in bringing out the would have been able to distinguish
melodic quality of the work, and it.
her trills were smooth and even.
For the finale of the performance
The transition from the Prelude to Chopin gave way to Copland with
the Fugue was carried off well; Copland's Piano Blues (1942).
there was a perceptible change of Lenkeit set out to have fun with this
feeling between the two, but the piece and the audience reaped the
basic musical theme was not full benefits. There was good
broken.
phrasing and pedal work which em• Lenkeit found the playfulness of phasized the jazzy theme of the
Mozart in her performance of his work.
,
Sonata in A major (1784). She was
Although Lenkeit's performance
relaxed but maintained strict con- was slightly hampered by her nertrol, keeping the piano and vousness, she played with highly
pianissimo sections light but clear controlled technique and with a
— a difficult feat. In the thema con very good understanding of the unvariazioni movement each variation * derlying emotion of the pieces.
had a distinct flavor, and Lenkeit Volume control, phrasing, and
began enjoying herself more and good pedal work were eased in
more as the piece progressed.
smoothly, and the performance
There was an entirely different level clearly showed the outstanding ••
feel in the Tocatta For Piano (1932) quality of the student.

Another Look at Three of the Jester's Spring Plays
Editor's note: Last week the review of these plays was accidentally obscured by a picture which was incorrectly superimposed in the printing
process.
by Jonathan Moore
depression, however. We. get a
number of good laughs from the
contradictions and insincerities of
character, evident in the many
asides to the audience,'a gimmick
carried off by both Sally Schwager
and Jane Evans with considerable
vitality. Their comic timing is good,
The Great Nebula in Orion deals and both have the needed underwith loneliness and lack of. standing of the loneliness of their
fulfillment in the lives of two characters.
women — old friends from their
Lucy Cole has done a fine job as
college days seven years before.
director and though the energy of
Carrie, played by Jane Evans, is a
the play sags toward the end, this
one-time political activist who has
seems to be largely due tojhe nature
abandoned her ideals for a comforof the script. The director as well as
table married life in a wealthy
the actresses are successful, here, in
Boston suburb with her husband,
keeping the play interesting as the
children, and social clubs. Louise,
wit and levity seep from the script.
played by Sally Schwager, is a sucDespite one or two stagnant
cessful fashion designer who lives
moments toward the end, the play is
alone in a tasteful Manhattan apartmoving and well performed;
ment. The women have run into
each other by chance in a
fashionable department store in
New York City, and the action
takes place in the living room of
Deirdre, a 9th century Celtic
Louise's apartment where they legend adapted by William Butler
reminisce, exchange gossip, catch Yeats for the stage, was the second
up on each other's lives, and drink play in the Thursday and Friday set
heavily.
of reps. It is the story of the
The play presents a poignant, jealousy of King Conchubar
though somewhat hackneyed view (played by Matt George); a devious
of
friendship,
aging,
and old King who loves Dierdre (Hyla
disillusionment. The production is Flaks), the beautiful young princess
if particular relevance for a college who in turn is betrothed to King
• udience because of its dealing with Nadise (Richard See). The play is an
loneliness due to failed expec- unusual piece of drama to be
tations. It is a shot of pessimism to produced, as it is severely outdated
drunpen our idealizations of the fu- and lacking in relevance and
ture.
inherent entertainment value. For
The play is not all isolation and these reasons and because of some

The Great
Nebula in Orion

Deidre

particularly difficult language, the
play is generally inaccessible for the
modern audience. Nevertheless, it is
an ambitious undertaking in itself
and included some graceful examThe third and final production of
ples of the actor's craft,
Rep I was a farce by George BerHyla Flaks moved. sympathy as nard Shaw called How He tied to
Deirdre, the tragic character, Her Husband. The action of this
playing her role with adequate sin- refreshingly silly play takes place m
cerity and conviction. Richard See the living room of the Bumpus
conveyed well the frustration and , household. Mr. Henry Bumpus
despair attendant upon his role as confronts Teddy, his wife Aurora's
Vadise, the innocent victim of love young lover, after finding love
and the pawn of the tragedy. Matt poems addressed to her from TedGeorge achieves the level of dy. The play explores the absurd
deviousness, malevolence and greed possibilities of such ordinary
necessary for a dynamic portrayal themes as love, jealousy, pride, and
of King Conchubar. Christopher marriage at the hands of extremely
Silva was poorly cast in the role of pretentious people.
Fergus, the wise old man who
This lively inspection of man's
claims to "know the King's mind as
it were my own." His voice is too potential to act in complete
high pitched to allow a convincing dischord with rational thought
characterization of extreme age.
The diction problem that occurred
throughout the play was particularly acute in Silva's case. Mary all the verve and potency that Shaw
Goodman was good in her support- intended for it to have. Richard
ing role of the proud and worldly- Schieferdecker's characterization of
wise travelling musician. Only Matt the apoplectic suavity of the young
George seemed immune to the stiff, lover was strpng. He was apwooden tone that infected the play. propriately insecure and pretenThe cast also appears to have found tious, though a maladjusted cumthe script somewhat inaccessible.
berband detracted slightly from his
otherwise pompous appearance.
Jeff Hjllburn, has, in his set Tpdd Van Amburgh's stodgy and
design and use of the evil, black- confused Henry Bumpus was also
cloakted men, purposefully em- very fitting. His stage confidence
phasized the gloomy and eerie and control over his lines was
aspects of the play. By this insisten- reassuring. The real energy of the
ce to produce the play' in a show was rooted in Judith Wolff's
traditional, realistic mode he keeps performance as Aurora Bumpus,
reminding us of the mysterious and She '-onaht to the role a
historical nature inherent in a Celtic remarKaoie expressiveness of both
myth from the 9th century.
.^ice, and face, and an obvious en-

How He Lied
to Her Husband

,1

thusiasm for the part. All three, in
fact, appeared to be having a very
good time on stage.
The director, Anne McAllister,
understood this brand of humor
peculiar to Shaw and realized the
importance of a snappy flow of action for the proper expression of the
comic elements. She made good
physical use of the characters on
stage. The performance was simply
good strong entertainment.

Christopher
Corbett as the
Snake in The
Apple Tree.
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Arts/Entertainment
Honorary College OrganistPerforms
by Floyd Higgins

teacher, Marcel Dupre, and which which was itself designed by Watwas evident in the admiring audien- ters in 1971.
ce's warm welcome.
The moderato and andante
Clarence Watters is now 80 years
The memorized program began sostenuto
movements
from
old. For the past 50 he has been with J.S. Bach's great Fantasia and
Charles-Marie Widor's Gothic
associated with Trinity College as Fugue in g minor. Watters' ap- Symphony set the French mood for
college organist and music ' proach to Bach in this work and in the second half of the program.
professor. He is a small man who the two chorale preludes following Widor's
organ
symphonies
chooses to sit quietly at the organ is one which is faithful to the prin- represent a pinnacle in the
console and play. And at 80, Wat- ted score. Smooth and unerring development of orchestral organ
ters remains a musician to be technique transformed the intense composition. Considering Watters'
reckoned with.
counterpoint of the Fugue into a direct relationship to Widor {Widor
This past Friday's organ recital warm labryinth in which one might was the influential Parisian organist
was the last in this year's organ lose one's self.
when Watters studied there in 1*26),
series, rounding out. a list of
Max Reger's Toccata and Fugue his playing was not only
distinguished artists in fine form. in d minor is a piece of harmonic
knowledgeable and faithful, but
For many years, Watters has liberty. The Toccata
also very colorful and full of
begins
represented the last word in organ
mystique.
This is one of the works displayed in Widener Gallery for the Spring Studio pedagogy and musicianship; this dramatically enough, but the Fugue
is
a
rather
academic
study
and
The mystical sounds of the organ
Arts Exhibition.
photo by David Slsklnd
performance not only reaffirmed reaches no firm conclusions.
were obviously what Watters had in
that history but also evoked sen- Nonetheless, Watters' thorough inmind when he wrote his own set of
timentality. It was a sentimentality terpretation brought out the snarl
versets on the familiar plainsong,
which linked Watters with his great and rumble of the Trinity organ,
Vent Creator. He captured the
pour out all but 2 tablespoons of
by Jennifer Wolfe
highly dramatic and mystic
bacon grease.
spirituality of French style imHere is my last menu as Arts/
3. Saute onions in grease until
provisation, of which Dupre was
Entertainment editor. It's a trifle tney begin to brown.
The Annual Spring Choir was written and directed by
the unquestioned master.
4. Add apple slices and water,
gourmet — bon appetitl
Concert will be held this Fri- M. Hunter Sloan '85, will
The Variations on a Noel by
cover skillet and simmer until the
day and Saturday at 8:15 also feature her in one of the
Dupre was the last- piece of the
apples are fork tender but still
p . m . in the Goodwin leading roles.
Apple and Cheese Pie
program. This work sees the comslightly firm. Remove skillet from
Theatre.
A s a courtesy to the
poser, tossing and turning the
An. original one-act play
performers, it would be
Pastry for 10-inch pie crust heat and mix in crumbled bacon,
ancient carol through a set of
sugar and bouillon.
greatly appreciated if those
entitled All the World's An
unique and engaging variations.
and lid
5. Line 10-inch pie plate (prefresidentsof the south campus
Audience will be performed
Watters' "sensitive playing of the
6 slices bacon
area could keep their "stereos
in the space between
piece was a tribute to Dupre, and to
2 medium onions, peeled and erably one 2 inches deep) with pie
pastry and brush it with oil and then
at a reasonably low level beJackson, Wheaton and Smith
the organ which serves so well as
chopped coarsely
tween 4:00 and 5:15 p.m. on
both Dupre's and Watters' musical
Halls on Friday, May 7 at
7 tart apples (such as Granny with egg white.
Friday.
.-A
6. Spread third of apple mixture
vehicle.
•
,
^4:00 p.m. The play, which
Smiths), peeled, cored and
on pastry, then some cheese, and
sliced thick
continue to alternate layers, ending
2 tablespoons water
•with apple mixture.
2 teaspoons sugar
7. Set top crust in place, crimp
Vi cup chicken bouillon
edges and vent top with fork.
of the many registration com- of beginning ornaments prior to the
2 teaspoons vegetable oil
By Joe DiMarino
8. Bake in a p r e h e a t e d
1 egg whiter1:1
•••;••
On Friday, April 23, $., harp- binations offered by his instrument, beat. .
' Also in • the program were
3 cups (9 ounces) tightly 450-degree oven for 10 minutes. It sichord recital was performed in (many of which are unlikely if not
impossible on the • 18th century • Haydn's Sonata No. 32 in G minor
packed sharp c h e d d a r is wise to. place some aluminum foil the Trinity College Chapel by
on the bottom of the oven to catch
French harpsichords used by (Hoboken No. 44), selected pieces
cheese, shredded
Robert Edward Smith. Mr. Smith
drippings. Reduce heat to 350 and serves as the composer-in-residence
Couperin). Perhaps the most exotic from Lambert's Clavichord by
bake additional 45 minutes. Let pie at the Chapel in addition to
1. Refrigerate pie pastry.
of these was used for "Les Herbert Howells, ten sonatas by
2. Meanwhile, in large skillet, fry rest for 10 minutes before slicing.
Baricades Misterieuses," during Scarlatti, and Bach's transcription
following an extensive concert
Yield: 6 to 8 servings.
bacon. Drain and crumble it and
which the 16' peau de buffle was of a Vivaldi concerto in D major.
schedule.
employed by the left hand on the Of these works, the Scarlatti
Mr. Smith performs on a 1969
bottom -keyboard while the right sonatas were particularly exciting.
Eric Herz double keyboard harhand alternated between the bot- They aje bonafide virtuoso
psichord complete with two 8'
tom keyboard and the 8' nasale on showpieces which extend both the
stops, one 4', one 16' peau
harpsichordist and the,, harpsichord
the top keyboard.
de buffle, a buff stop, nasale,
to their respective limits; Mr. Smith
Throughout his performance of
and pedals to facilitate registration
New York" (1929) directed by
the Couperin, Mr. Smith main- performed the sonatas daringly yet
changes. Mr. Smith, claims that his
Josef Von Sternberg and starrtained the expressive and lyric with relatively few technical
harpsichord, which is nine feet long
ing George Bancroft, Betty
qualities of the music by frequently problems. Mr. Smith further conand weighs more than 700 pounds,
Compson,
and
Olga
(although not to the point of excess) tributed to the success of the
is the largest harpsichord currently
program by discussing, some
using various rhythmic freedoms
on the concert circuit.
On Wednesday, May 5, Baclanova. This film will be
background information concernsuch as notes inegales. The only ob1982, Wednesday Noon Reper- presented with an original
The recital opened with the entire
tory of Center Church, will score by pianist Patrick Miller.
Sixieme Ordre of Francois jectionable liberty taken by Mr. ing most of the pieces in the
program.
present Dave Ramsey, pianist, 7:30 only.
Couperin. Mr^ Smith made full use Smith was his inauth.entic practice
and Cynthia St. Onge, soprano
in a program featuring jazzragtime, show-time greate, the
ummit Women's Center West
"Blues," a tiny bit of classical
believes all women have the right to
and a dab of modern stuff.

In The Menu

IT OUT s

Smith Gives Harpsichord Recital

HARTFORD

At Center
Church

At The
Bushnell
Four Hartford premieres
will celebrate Spring Season,
the final program of the Hartford Ballet's 10th Anniversary
Season on May 6, 7 and 8 at
Bushnell Hall at 8:00 p.m.
They will be Napoli, Weeping
Willow, Reflections on the
Water, and Serenade.

At The
Atheneum
The Wadsworth Atheneum
will present a program of
"Film Noir" celebrating the
classic suspense films of the
Forties, beginning May 1
through June 6. Each film will
be shown two evenings. Admission is $3; $2 for students.
Tickets will be available 30
minutes before each screening.

GIT YOUR CAREER OFF
TO A FLYING START
It takes four years to get a college degree. How long
will it take you to get a good job?
If you haven't settled on a company or corporation
yet, why not get your executive career off to a flying start
as an aviator in the United States Air Force? It's the finest
flight program in the world, the pay is excellent, and
you'll enjoy the prestige that goes with the silver wings of
an Air Force aviator.
It's one of the finest opportunities in the nation. And
a great place to gain executive experience with million
dollar responsibility. Find out today about the Air Force
flight program. Contact:
Capt..Kevin L. Reinert, 413-557-3898. Call Collect.

.

May 4 & 5: "The Docks of
A great way of life.

explore their option concerning pregnancy and their own gynecological
health.
That belief is supported in a
caring atmosphere where women
can freely weigh those options.
Services include:
• Free pregnancy tests
• Pregnancy termination
• CT licensed medical facility
• Convenient evening hours
• GYN services
• Professional counseling
• Birth control information
Summit Women's Center West.
A place where a woman's dignity
and respect are maintained.

Summit Women's Center West
345 North Main Street/Bishops Comer

West Hartford, CT

523-5275
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More Sports
Amrien Grabs Mark
In 5,000 Meter Run
by Steve Klots
The Women's Track Team participated in the New England Small
College Athletic Conference Meet
' (NESCAC) and several individuals
fared well.
Julie Behrens and Jeanne Monnes finished fourth and sixth respectively in the 100 meter hurdles,
Behrens broke her own school
record on the fast track with a time
of 17.7 seconds. Jeanine Looney
finished third in the 1500 meters,
kicking strongly on the last lap to
finish in a school record 4:58.
Kathy Klein took fifth in the hundred, and also sixth in the shot put,
with a toss of 29'7!4". The best
performance of the day was
Elizabeth Amrien's first in the
5000, burning a very fast middle
mile in order to win by well over
half a lap, her time heing a Trinity

best of 18:10. The mile relay was
the only other running event that
the women could place in, as the
team of Erica Thurman, Monnes,
Karen Orczyk, and Liz Souder took
third in 4:20.
Although the field events
produced no first place finishes for
Trinity, there were several good
performances. Wendy Kershner
and Monnes both placed well in the
high jump. Orczyk was sixth in the
long jump, and Debbie Cronin fifth
in the shot put and sixth in the
javelin.
Overall, the team continued to
show improvement, as several
people had personal bests. There
was no team score-due to conferenence rules. Coach Hazelton cited
the improvement of several ••
athletes, and noted that Amrien
would be running this week in the
New England championships.

WPI Whips Tracksters
continued from page 16
niak was nipped at the wire to finish
second in the 220 in 23.8.
With just two events remaining,
it was fairly obvious that Trinity
was out of the meet. The team,
however, responded with two final
first places. Steve Klots, who withdrew from the mile in order to save
energy for the three, won that event
with a time of 15.32. The Trinity
mile relay, composed of Drew,
Rasmusseri, Hemmes, and Barry
came in first. Unfortunately, WPI's

lead from the field events proved to
be insurmountable.
After the meet, Coach Hazelton
said, "In the NESCAC meet the
kids did very well. Three-quarters
of them had personal bests, I
think." He explained the loss to
WPI by noting Trinity's lack of
depth, injuries, and the shortness of
rest after the NESCAC meet. "Of
course, WPI has a pretty good
tiack team, too.." He concluded,
"We normally have one bad meet
per season, but we should have
done a bit better."

Laxmen Shell Tufts
It was the best of times and the,
, worst of times for the Trinity
. College lacrosse team, as- it experienced a roller coaster week.
Against Tufts, on Monday,
Trinity played up to their potential
• and blew Tufts off the field in a big
12-6 win. Michael Brigham was
unstoppable for the Bants as he
scored five goals. Ward Classen
and Ned Ide also played well,
adding two goals apiece. Gregg
Caserta, playing with an injured
knee, performed valiantly in goal,
holding the Jumbo's offense at bay.
Two days later against Wesleyan,
it was a different story. After going
up 2-0 on goals by Bill Shaufler and
Brigham, the Bantams fell completely apart. Only second half
goals by Townsend Ziebold and
Jamie Birmingtham prevented
Trinity from being totally subjugated. The laxmen were completely out-played by the Cardinals
and were lucky to come away with
only a n i l -4 shellacking.
On Saturday, the new month
brought a "new" Trinity team with
it as the laxmen made a mockery of
Division I New Haven. The
Chargers give full lacrosse
scholarships but one never would
have known it. The game started
off slowly with both teams playing
tough defense. Birmingham,
however, broke the ice, putting the
Bants up 1-0. Brigham added
mother and the Bantams were off.
.ty proceeded to dominate the
.e in every facet. When the dust
settled, the laxmen had amassed an
11-6 upset win over one of the top
ranked teams in New England and
upped their record to 6-3.
• The week was a disappointing
ine for the Bants as they saw any

real chance to make the playoffs
disappear before them. They did
not quit however, when it would
have been easy to do so, and posted
an important win over New Haven.
The defense consistently played
well although three of the four
starters had leg injuries. The
midfield, however, was hot and
cold. They played superbly on
offense but a few momentary
lapses on defense allowed the
opposition to score quite a few
goals. On attack, Birmingham and
Brigham turned in another sterling
week, demonstrating why they are
the leading scorers on the team.

Steve Klots wins the three mile against WPI.

Softball Rolls Past Cardinals 15-2
scored to finish any chance of a
with a strikeout to end the inning.
Trinity mounted a threat in its Trinity shutout.
Highlights of the game included
Trinity's Women's Softball Team
half of the second that proved to be
two hits for Kathy O'Brien, Polly
pulled its record b^ck up to the ..5Q0 far more successful. Seven, ;walks
mark Tuesday afternoon with a 15- (including five in a row) and a hand- Lavery's poise at the plate which
3 pounding of Wesleyan.
ful of errors by Wesleyan helped the earned her three walks, and overall
Neither team scored in the first
Bantams stage a rally that ended af- good team base'running due to the
inning as Wesleyan went down 1ter the Bantams had almost gone efforts of third base coach Bill Lin^
2-3 with Trinity pitcher Donna
through the order twice. Trinity ex- quist.
Gilbert fanning two of the •CarWhile overall play was good the
ploited the poor play of Wesleyan
dinals. Gilbert had a successful
and took a 12 run second inning Bantams will have to be careful of
outing issuing only five walks and
making mental errors when they
lead.,
striking out nine. Although Trinity
Finally in the fourth Wesleyan face Mt. Holyoke today.
managed to place a player on base,
their half of the inning ended
quickly as a line drive back to the
pitcher turned into a double play
when the baserunner slipped while
trying to return to first.
. ,
In the second, catcher Janice
Kunin came out from behind the
plate to make a good play on a foul
ball and Nancy Meade made the put
out on a grounder; it looked as
though it would be another fast inning. However, the next two Cardinals walked and it appeared that
Summer Language Institute
Wesleyan was beginning a rally,
before Gilbert stymied the threat
June 21-August 13
by Anne Mahoney

Tide

Summer Programs

Rugby Edged By Wanderers
On Saturday the Trinity Rugby,
Club took on a very tough and
experienced Hartford Wanders 'B'
team. Right from the start the game
was a hard fought battle with fine
tackling from both teams. The
Trinity backs moved the ball well,
had two open field runs, but could
not score. They did have a much
better day defensively stopping the
Hartford running attack. But

Hartford's experience and kicking
enabled them one try which was
enough to decide the contest. The
Trinity team was expected to get
beaten badly,; but instead proved
themselves as a very competitive
Rugby club. Coach Neville
Doherty was ve>ry pleased with the
team's performance saying: "They
were bloody marvelous; they
worked like hell."

TEACHING POSITIONLeading private schools seek liberal arts grads for
September positions. Beginners with teaching interest are
needed in Humanities, Math, Science, Languages and
Arts. Great demand for individuals with athletic, camp or
student teaching background. Openings in day schools and
boarding schools in.all areas of the United States. For
more information, call us.
Robert M. Sandoe & Associates
Faculty Placement
800-225-7986

Liz Amrien holds college marks in the mile and two mile.

617-262-5380

Humanities and Social Sciences
June 2i-August 13
l&le Summer Sciences
June 7-August 13
Pre-College Programs
July 7-August 13
English as a Second Language
June 21-August 13
Bar further information contact:
Yale Summer and Special Programs
53 Wall Street- Dept.
P.O. Box 2145, New Haven CT 06520
Telephone (203) 436-4217

Tale This Summer: Tale Faculty,
Tale Courses, Tale Living
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More Sports
Baseball Explodes
Against Jumbos
continued from page 16
Shield hit a two run blast in the
fifth and Guck added a three run
homer in the sixth to close the
scoring. On Guck's homer the
Jumbo left fielder collided with the
fence, breaking the wood at the
top. He symbolized the entire Tufts
day by proceeding to heave the
broken pieces over the fence in
anger and frustration. John
Valencia threw the first Bantam
complete game of the season to
pick up the win.
Martin's home run in the first
game gave him the career record for
hits with 80. in addition the team

• "

•>•

tied a college mark with four homr
runs in a game and set a new mrk
with six in a double header. Dagres
tied a Bant record with two round
trippers in a game, the third timf
Dagres has achieved this feat, and
added to his own record for career
home runs which now stands at 15
i

The 29 hit day boosted Bantam
batting averages, six of which are
now hitting .429 followed by
Dagres (.361), Martin (.359), Shielci
(.343), Elia (.341), and Welsh
(.333). The wins boost the Bantam.1record to 7-4 as they try to achieve
the first winning baseball season in
seven years at Trinity.
*

Ander Wensburg throws in winning effort against Tufts.

.;,.':•*-..;!".' 1 ' • ' • : '
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The Most Fun You Ever Had With Your Clothes On
By Ivan K. Cohen

In Biblical times the Hebrews
would leave their homes all over the
land of Israel and, thrice yearly, go
up to Jerusalem to pay homage and
worship. In June, of this year an
even larger mass of people will
wend their way to Spain from the
four corners of the globe also to pay
. homage and worship, while over
seventy percent of the Worlds's
population will do so. via the
modern media of radio and
television. The occasion? The
Association Football (Soccer)
World Cup, at which the world's
finest international soccer teams
compete1 every . four years for the
coveted title of World Champions.
Each of these international teams is
composed of players selected from

the country's clubs. In most cases
these players are professional, but it
is not unknown for amateur players
to compete at the World Cup
Finals.
That soccer is an attractive sport
is unquestionable; it is played in virtually every nation of the world by
people of every race, colour, creed,
sex, religion or socio-economic
status. It is a game of immense
passion that causes both participant
and spectator to experience the
complete spectrum of emotions
throughout any ninety-minute
match. In Europe, for example, it is
not .unknown for people ,to, risk
career or even financial ruin just to
watch their favorite team play,
whilst in Latin America fanatical
supporters of one team have been

Arts & Science Majors! •

All dressed up,
with It'snowhere
to
go?
not too late to think
about Northeastern's MS in
Professional Accounting Program.

This Program is a 15-month course of study designed
for graduates of Arts and Sciences and other nonaccounting majors. It's a full-time graduate program divided into five
quarters, preparing you for the CPA
Examination and a career in public
accounting. The third quarter is an (
internship where you are employed
by a leading public accounting firm
such as Arthur Andersen, Alexander
Grant, Coopers & Lybrand, Peat
Marwick, or Price Waterhouse. In ad-1
dition to student loans and tuition^
scholarships, significant financial
aid is provided by internship
earnings, which averaged $4,500 j
for the three month internship
last year.
You still have time to apply
for the class beginning in June.
No prior accounting course is
required. Send for brochure, or
call (617) 437-3244.
Please send more information about the MS
in Accounting Program.
Graduate School of Professional Accounting
Northeastern University
360 Huntington Avenue
Boston, MA 02115
Name
Address

City/State/Zip
College .

.Class.

Northeastern University
IN BOSTON

Ntutt'CiisUrnL'niversity is an equal opportunity jlfirrnanvi' aclum
tducahonal institution and employer
v

|

known to shoot and kill supporters
of the opposition because they considered game's result unsatisfactory. To analyze this phenomenon
is both tiresome and unnecessary.*
The true ' aficionado alone
understands in his heart, but could
not begin to explain to the ignorant
with such blunt instruments as
language! Even in the United States
of America where soccer is a
relatively new "discovery" it still
has a participation level second only
to that of baseball. At the professional level, however, it has yet to
gain such widespread acceptance.
Various minor rule changes have
been wrought to tempt,the average,
Anierican citizen to attend, but it. is
the view of this author that such
manipulations are not only unnecessary but a profanity!! When
playing in a sporting and competitive manner the game itself
provides unsurpassable entertainment and, no doubt, as the young
American. learns the game and
grows up with it so will the
professional game here grow.
Surely it will not be too many years
before we see the U.S.A. represented at the auspicious World Cup
Finals!
For a team to be represented at
the Finals it must first perform in a
series of qualifying matches against
other international teams in their
group. These qualifying' groups
usually consist of four teams from
the same geographical area (as defined by the F.I.F.A. — the International Federation of Football
Associations). Each team plays the
others in its group twice. — once at
hcJme, once away — over a period
of some two years prior to the actual Finals. Then the two teams at
the top of each group (on a points
basis — two points.for a win, one
for a tie, zero for a loss) usually
qualify to play at the Finals. As well
as these teams there is also
automatic entry for both the host
nation (Spain in 1982) and the
current holders of the World Cup
(currently Argentina).
,
In previous years the Finals were
conducted by dividjng up the sixteen finalists into pools of four
teams, each team playing all others
in its pool once. Pools were decided
by lottery, with no seeding, and the
top two teams from each pool
would then qualify for the remainder of the tournament — the
knock-out — which (obviously)
commences at the quarter-finals
stage. It is usually at this stage that
the excitement builds up to the
crescendo that is the Final itself; a
ninety-minute battle between
mighty combatants, played with

most of the World absent from
work, glued to their television
screens and radios in anticipation of
a classic sporting affair. On most
occasions they have not been disappointed.
For the first time, this year there
are some twenty-four team com' peting at the Finals; an indication
of the ever-growing popularity of
the sport. These teams will be
divided into six pools of .four teams
each, and some teams have been
seeded as a result of previous good
record in the competition."A list of
the pools is reproduced in Table 1.
Tabie 1:
Group 1:Cameron, .Italy, Peru,
Poland .'• ; '
Group 2: Algeria, Austria, Chile,
West Germany
Group 3: Argentina, Belgium, El
Salvador, Hungary
Group 4: Czechoslovakia, England,
France, Kuwait
Group 5: Honduras, Northern Ireland, Spain, Yugoslavia
Group 6: Brazil, New Zealand,
"
Scotland, U.S.S.R. .
Again each team plays every other
in its pool with the top two teams
(on a points basis) qualifying for
the second round. This gives a total
of twelve teams remaining in the
second round. These teams will be
divided into four pools, each of
three teams, with the pools selected
according to flow the remaining,
teams are seeded. Again, in- each
poo! each team plays the. others
once, now only the top team
qualifies for the next round. Thus,
after the second round only four
teams remain, and these compete
on a straightforward knock-out
basis; i.e., two semifinal matches,
with the winners meeting in the
World Cup Finals.
It is an amazing fact that the host
nation appears to have done well in
this competition, particularly in the
post-World War Two era. It is also
very sad'to note that the Dutch,
who have often entertained us with
their distinctive flowing style in the
past (especially under Johann
Cruyff), are now conspicuous by
their absence. Traditionally, both
West Germany and Brazil have
done well in the World Cup and so
would be expected to perform
again, especially in view of some of
their recent international displays.
Despite not having been represented
at a World-Cup Finals since 1970,
England is still regarded by many
as a major force in World Soccer,
and may be expected to do well.
Over the last two years we have seen
soccer of a phenomenal quality
from the Soviet team, and if they
can maintain the quality of their

soccer in a strangely warm environment may wellgo all the way. Thus,
one could confidently predict the
following teams to qualify from
their groups for the second round:
Italy, Poland, Austria, West Germany, Argentina,
Hungary,
Czechoslovakia, England, Northern Ireland, Spain, Brazil and the
U.S.S.R. For a "safe" bet on the
eventual winner one would have to
"select Brazil or West Germany, but
Soccer is often unpredictable in its
outcome and Scotland or France
could both prove to be the "dark
horses" of the competition.
The World Cup frequently
throws new players into the
spotlight. In 1958 a young Brazilian
unknown called Pele came to the
front; in 1966 we encountered a
previously unknown Franz Beckenbauer, and so on. This year it may
turn out to be anyone, but there are
still several, older and established
players worth keeping an, eye out
for. In particular I should like to
recommend the great Pat Jennings
(Northern Ireland), now in his late
thirties and still one of the all-time
goalkeeping greats. For Argentina,
the- man to watch is Osvaldo
(i'Ossie") Ardiles, currently
playing for Tottenham Hotspur in
the English League. During the
1978 World Cup the little Argentinian's dazzling runs and great
vision earned him the accolade as
"the best left-sided rnidfield player
in the world"! Staying in Latin
America, the budding Soccer enthusiast could not do better than
watch any one of the Brazilian
players. For rnore than thirty years
we have watched them apply the
most graceful skills to the sport and
seen an incredible number of innovations; the Rivelino "banana
shot" of 1970 immediately springs
to mind. England too are possessed
of some incredibly talented players.
Trevor Francis and Glenn Hoddle
are two in particular whose skills
could be described as "World
Class", whilst the aging Trevor
Brooking -is an inspiration to all
Soccer players. For coaches of
teams I heartily recommend a keen
eye be kepi on ihe Italians,
especially in defense, and the West
Germans, whose well-drilled team
are probably the best organized in
the World. At the other extreme,
for a team that plays with a passion
of innate fire-in-their-bellies watch
the Scots. Whoever you decide to
watch this June I'm sure you will
find yourself absolutely enthralled.
June may not be the best month of
the year to be cooped up indoors
watching television, but the entertainment value alone will far outweigh the sunbathing loss.
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Once Upon A Time . . . In The NFL Draft
NEW YORK (API) — In a startling development the NFL
draft ended abruptly when the pool of available players ran
dry after the ninth round.
Selections on the first day of the draft, covering the first six
rounds, had gone smoothly with only the usual amount of
maneuvering involved. As it has been in past years a number
of top players were set aside for teams willing toput bilingual
signs up in their stadiums. In addition, for the first time
another block of the best players had been divided up, well
before draft day, among the organizations which agreed to
keep their team's fans quiet in an effort to cut back the noise
pollution in the neighborhoods surrounding the stadiums.
These developments were known well in advance of draft
day and most general managers believed that the NFL and its
draft planning boafd would be able to deal with the resulting
difficulties. What was not known up until the eve of the draft
was a late decision by the league which eliminated a number of
blue chip talents from the open pool and awarded them to the
Dallas Cowboys.

become members of the cheerleading squad, but only after an
extensive period of tryouts to determine which men are worthy
of such an honorary position. In exchange for this concession
the NFL gave the Cowboys a number of blue chip prospects in
the pool. In addition the Cowboys, already having insured
themselves a great deal of talent, promised not to participate in
the draft.
After the smooth first day there were limited objections to
the compromise. However, the second session saw the drastic
consequences of the league's previous actions take effect. As
the evening progressed it became apparent that the pool was
by Stephen K. Gellman
going to be insufficient. Last minute attempts were made to
therefore the courts had no right to force males to be admitted grab up the remaining players, but in the end.teams were left
into their domain. The Cowboys, however, realized that their holding picks that were rendered meaningless.
An explanation is expected from the commissioner, Pete
case would not stand up in a court of law and looked to create
Rozelle, who is always smiling but seems to do very little, in
an out of court settlement.
The NFL, desiring to avoid a long court struggle, and the the next few days. In the meantime the effected organizations
Cowboys negotiated an out of court settlement in the final few are looking towards the Canadian Football League for players
days before the draft. The Cowboys agreed to allow men to to fill their rosters.
Although reports remain sketchy the scenario seems to have
unfolded this way. A group of men sued the Cowboys, demanding to be allowed membership in the Dallas Cowboy Cheerleaders. The three time Super Bowl champs fought hard in
court insisting that they had created the all-female squad and

Tuesday Afternoon

Tennis Edged At
Williamstown 5-4

.-> '
\1

Michael Berky stretches for a volley.

photo by Howard Sadlnsky

Freshmen Heavies And lights
Complete Perfect Seasons
by Peter Tyson The Trinity Crews travelled to
Lake Waramaug last Saturday to
take on Ithaca, Williams, and
Marist, and won a respectable five
out of ten races.
Both freshman boats finished the
regular season undefeated, an outstanding achievement owing to the
drive and support of their indomitable first-year coach, Hank
Fox, and to their own ability. The
Frosh Lights put the icing on the
cake in beating all three schools by
at least 30 seconds, while the Frosh
Heavies, despite two early crabs,
beat Williams by a healthy 15
seconds, and, with a time of 6:17,
took the honors of having rowed
the fastest race of the day.
In the women's division, several
interesting phenomena developed.
In the Women's Lightweight Four
confrontation some spectators were
confused as to how many races they
were actually watching although
there was in fact only one race and
Trinity won it by a knee-weakening
one and a half minutes. An equally
incredible Teat occurred in the
Novice Women's race, in which
Trinity rowed most of the race with
only seven oarspersons, due to a
broken oarlock, and still managed

to beat Ithaca and Marist, although his boat rowed hard and will give
they lost to Williams. The Women's them a harder run for their gold this
Varsity lost by a bit over a length to week at the Dad Vail Regatta.
a quick Williams crew, but they will - The Varsity Heavyweights, with
gladly have another go at it next latent but dangerous memories of
week at the nationals in last ..week's dubious loss to
Philadelphia. In the final race of Wesleyati, powered past Ithaca and
the day, the J.V. Women, com- Williams to a decisive victory. The
posed of several determined women Heavyweight Four, with Lightwho had already raced earlier in the weight Coach Burt "Thunder
day, also succumbed to Williams.
Back" Apfelbaum substituting for
The Varsity Lightweights out- the injured Bob Cooke, lost a
pulled and accepted shirts from dogfight with Marist by less than a
Ithaca and Williams, despite a heart- second.
warming crab with only 300 meters
left. Said stroke Mark Malkovich of
This weekend Trinity defends the
the crab: "It only got us alf the Jack Bratten team trophy at the
more psyched." The J.V. Lights Dad Vail Regatta in Philadelphia,
lost to a Varsity-looking Ithaca the largest collegiate rowing event
crew, but coxswain Erik. Bruun felt in the world.

Bantams at Home
Softball
Women's Lacrosse;
Tennis
Softball
Men's Lacrosse
Tennis

May 4
May 4
May 5
May 5
May 7
May 7.

4:00
3:30
3:004:00
3:00
3:00

By Robert Hemmes
The Men's Tennis Team marched
onward last week chalking up victories for their win column. Despite
being rained out for their match
against Connecticut College, good
weather prevailed later in the
week for the netmen to play a very
tough match at Williams. Very fine
performances were shown by all individual matches with Steve Solik
and Andy Loft continuing to
dominate their opponents, yet in
the end, Williams' team edged out
Trinity in the overall team competition 5-4.
The narrow loss to Williams
leaves the Varsity's record at 4-3
against their opponents this season.
An outstanding week was had by
the team prior to the Williams match with the Trin netmen downing
the University of Connecticut,
Kingswood School and shutting out
the Wesleyan Cardinals with a
sparkling 9-0 rout. The J.V. players
also enjoyed a great day against
Wesleyan, sweeping all of their
matches.
This victory really emphasizes the

Jepth and talent Coach George
Sutherland has in both of his teams
with the players capable of intense
competitive tennis ability.
The top doubles team of Neil
Schneider and Solik have continued
to play well together winning four
out of six matches to date. Art
Strome and Jeff Lang are also extremely resilient; on a long afternoon they prevailed over Wiliams 67, 6-4, 7-6. The netmen continue to
count on wins from Loft who is
having a very fine season overturning his opponents in both singles
and with his doubles partner Reid
Wagner;
-'.'•
The J.V. team overpowered their
opposition this week taking seven
of eight matches from Westminster
and six of seven from Avon Old
Farms. The freshmen players are
playing well with Ron Pruett and
Sandy Monaghan holding down the
baseline with fierce ground strokes.
Mike Havard and Scott Fuller have~
also shown great form. With one
match remaining in their season,
the J.V. has indeed hit their stride.

Catch Bantam
Lacrosse Fever
Tonight At 7p.m.
Trinity
VS.

W
On 89.3 FM WRTC
Stephen Gellman,
Jim K elly,
and MarthaCross
Bring You All The Action
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More Sports
Laxwomen Crush Amherst:-Stand At 6 4 4
Seeded Third In New
England Championships •
By Parsons Witbeck
and
Stephen Gellman
The Varsity Laxwomen played
three very different teams last week,
ending the week with a 2-1 record
and a 6-1-1 overall record. The
Bantams are seeded third in the
New England Women's Lacrosse
Association Tournament, behind
Tufts University and Wellesley
College and ahead of Middlebury
College. The Tournament is being
held on May 7-8 at Tufts, with
Trinity facing off against Wellesley
at 3;3O Friday afternoon. The consolation and final rounds will be
played on Saturday at 10 and 12:30
respectively.
The College of the Holy Cross
travelled to Trinity on Monday for
the first game of the week. A steady
rain raised havoc on not only the
condition of the field, but also on
Trinity's control of the ball in the
opening moments of the game. Fast
passing of the ball by Holy Cross
put the first two goals of the game
past the Trinity defense, before
Laney Lynch overcame the mud to
put Trinity on the board. Two additional goals came off the sticks of
Lisa Nolen and Nina Porter to put
Trin in the lead, Holy Cross added
a tying score but a save and clear
by Connie Newton set up a play
that gave Porter her second goal of
the half. Tracy Swecker put in the
final goal, as the half ended with
Trinity in the lead, 5-3.
Aggressive defense by Laura Gill
and Parsons Witbeck frustrated the
Cross attack in the second half,
while in the attacking zone, hot
shooting by Nolen put two past the
Holy Cross goalie. A perfect pass
from behind the goal by Sherry
Benzel set Sue Schwartz up for a
beautiful 'quick-stick' goal. Nolen
hammered home two more goals to

give Trinity its fifth win of the
season, 10-7.
The J,V. 'team continued their
winning ways, as aggressive playing
on both attack and defense gave the
junior bants their sixth win, as they
defeated Holy Cross, 16-4. Lisa
Sperry and Sue Cassazza were high
scorers with four goals apiece, with
additional goals by Chandler Luke,
Linda Johnson, Mary Reilly and
TishBarroll.
Wednesday the team travelled to
Williams College to play the Ephwbmen in the most evenly matched
game of the season for both teams.
New attack strategy by Coach
Robin Sheppard found Karen
Rogers starting the game in the center position, and scoring the first
goal of the game. Quick ball
movement in the attack zone set
Porter up for the team's second
goal, before the ball even came into
the Trinity defensive zone. A fast
break gave Williams their first goal.
Andrea Mooney and Sally Larkin
effectively contained their fast offensive players, and the first half
was dominated by the aggressive
Trinity attack, which pounded shot
after shot at the Williams goalie.
Nolen managed to get a shot past
the goalie, as did Rodgers, who was
high, scorer of the day. Williams
came back with two goals, before
Lynch- scored on a ' pass from
Swecker, and the half ended with
Trin in the lead 5-3.
In the second half, the Williams
defense tightened cm the attack,
and despite quick passing from
Caroll Passarelli at mid-field, the close
marking thwarted all efforts to
score. Benzel scored the only
Trinity goal of the second half off a
free position. The defense had a
hard time containing the fast
Williams attack, as the Purple Cows put nine goals past

Lisa Nolen is the Women's Lacrosse Team's leading scorer.
Newton, who played admirably,
handing Trinity its first loss, of the
season, by a 12-6 s core.
The J.V. team played its hardest
game of the season as they faced off
against a tough Williams team.
Sperry scored three goals in the first
half, and with additional goals by
Johnson, Cassazza, and Cyn Hunter the score at the half was tied 7-7.
The J. V. defense, led by Annie
Mathiasen and Judy Peterson stopped several William's scoring
drives, giving the attack the chance
to put four more goals past
Williams. The J.V.'s came out on
top, winning 12-10, upping their
record to 7-0.
The laxwomen rebounded from
the loss at Williams with a 12-5
drubbing of another member of the
little three, Amherst, at Amherst.
The Bantams jumped all over the

photo by Kim Johnston

hosts and ran up a quick 3-0 lead on
goals by Gill, Swecker, and
Rodgers. This opening streak was
made possible by tremendous upfield pressure that harassed. Amherst into committing a series of turnovers when the Lord Jeffs tried to
clear their own zone.
The hosts, however, began to
breakout of their defensive end on
long up field passes, creating fast
break opportunities which Amherst.
converted to cut the Bantam lead to
4-3 at the half. r
The second half saw the Bants
dominate Amherst, running up 26
shots to five for Amherst. Before
Amherst even fired a shot at
Newton
the
Bants
had
pumped in four goals. Amherst
briefly rallied, cutting the margin to
three on two goals by Patricia Penfield, who had four " the Lord

Jeff's five goals, but three late
scores by Porter keyed a final Bant
run of four straight goals that
closed the contest.
Porter led the attack with four
goals while Rodgers, Swecker, and
Schwartz all added two tallies.
Newton had a relatively1 easy day
stopping 12 of Amherst's 17 shots.
Penny Perkins and her defense
tallied their second shutout of the
season as the J.V.'s trounced
Amherst 17-0 on Saturday. Johnson
was high scorer with five goals arid
Sperry, Reilly, Luke, Cassazza,
Hunter, and Mathiason all scored.
The game say Varsity goalie Connie
Newton take to the field, spending
as much time in the Amherst goal as
she did during the Varsity game.
The J.V.'s retain their undefeated
status with two games remaining in
the season.

For Delicious Pizza and
Hot Oven Grinders
Call when you
leave — it will
be ready upon
your arrival.
Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room

287 New Britain Av«§.
Hartford
Across from
South Campus
RSenard Staron, prop.
Nina Porter charges up field.

photo by Kim Johnston

Phone
247-0234
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Men Tracksters Successful At NESCAC Meet
by Sttve Klots
The Trinity Men's Track team
had two meets last week. In one
they performed well, and the other
poorly. Unfortunately, the" team's
good meet came at the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) championship, in which there are no team
scores, and their slower performance was against, WPI. Consequently, they lost by a final score of 9957.
An excellent but very hot day
welcomed the Bantams as they
arrived at UMass for the NESCAC
meet. A very fast track and excellent competition contributed to
several individual's fastest times of
the year, and in many cases, of their
careers. Preliminaries in the sprinting events, and several of the field
events were held in the morning.
Steve Drew and Bruce Zawodniak
both qualified for the finals in the
high hurdles, in which Drew later
finished fourth in 16.0 seconds.
Drew also took sixth in the 400 hurdles, coming out of the second heat
to qualify for the New England Div.
Ill meet with a time of 57.2. Also
running well was Dave Barry,
finishing fourth in the 800 with a
time of 1:57.1. The mile relay,
composed of Barry, Drew, Terry
Rousseau, and Robert Rasmussen,
finished fifth in 3:30.8.

morning's hard rain. The size of
some of the puddles on the track led
several athletes to wonder if the
steeple chase was on the agenda for
[he meet against WPI. As
everybody had to run in the mud,
Trinity's poor performance cannot
be attributed solely to that. What
did hamper their efforts were
several injuries to the squad,
especially the sprinters.
Al Lewis, Dave Bayliss, and
Rousseau were among the Trinity
sprinters off the roster due to injury
or illness. Consequently, WPI far
outscored Trinity in the sprints and
hurdles. A surprisingly strong WPI
field events team also hurt the Bantams. Only in the distance events
was Trinity able to top the visitors.
The field events began ominously
with the javelin. Trinity did not
achieve its usual sweep of the event.
LaMagdelaine was able to take first
with a throw of 162'5".'Justin
George, coming off his outstanding
meet at UMass, was not able to
repeat as he took second. Dom
Rapini took third in the hammer,
slightly behind George, and second
in the shot put. Angelo Orfanos'
third in the discus was the only
other point in the throwing events
for Trinity. Drew and Harthun
both took seconds, the former
being in the long jump (19'3"), and
the latter in the pole vault with 13
feet. The only other place was a
third by Tim Walsh in the triple

Trinity had several good performances in the field events.. Mark jumpin39'llVS".
LaMagdelaine finished second in
the javelin with athrow of 174*10".
The running events did not start
Dominic Rapini took fifth in the well for Trinity. After missing a
hammer throw (145') and fourth in handoff in the 440 relay, the team
the shot put (46'4!4"). He was top- got a second from Rasmussen in the
ped in the hammer throw by team- mile with a 4:30.0 with Dave
mate Justin George, who finished Moughalian coming in third. The
third with a throw of 152'3" which next three events were dominated
qualified George for the Division by WPI, as they took the first two
III Nationals.. Perhaps Trinity's places in the high hurdles, 440, and
most improved performance was by 100. Zawodniak, Robert Hemmes,
Matt Harthun, as he finished and Harthun finished third respecsecond in the pole vault equaling tively in the three.
the school mark with a vault of
After a long drought, Trinity
13'6", also qualifying for the New took another first. Dave Barry
Engiands.
calmly cruised by a WPI runner,
In addition to these placing in- with less than a 220 remaining to
dividuals, several Bantams had their win the half going away, his time
personal bests, but were unable to being 1:58,8. Drew took another
finish in the top six. Overall it was a . First for Trinity, this time going
good meet for Trinity.
1:00.0 in the 440 hurdles. ZawodSloppy conditions awaited the
continued on page 12
team on Wednesday due to that

t

Steve Drew will compete in the hurdles at the New England Championships on May 15-16 at Dartmouth.

Baseball's Bats Rock Tufts For
27 Runs In 11-10, 17-3Sweep
by Stephen Gellman
Oh, what a difference a week can
make. Last weekend- the Trinity
Baseball Team limped home after
being shelled in a double header
defeat at Wesleyan. This weekend
the Bantams produced their own
fireworks, shellacking the Tufts
Jumbo's for 28 runs in sweeping
both ends for a home double
header.
Peter Martin opened the first
game with a two run homer to left
center field to forge a 2-0 Bantam

Mike Elia is among the leading Bantam hitters with a .341 batting average!

lead. Tufts got a run back in the
second before Trinity moved ahead
6-1 with four second inning runs.
Todd Dagres started the rally with
a solo home run and Joe Shield,
Chuck Welsh, and Steve Gugliamo
all scored as the Bants upped the
margin to five.
Tufts hammered away, however,
sandwiching a one run Bantam
fourth between a four run third and
a five run fourth off of an ineffective Mike Schweighoffer to take
* 10-7 lead.
The Bants closed the margin

photo by John E. Hardy

with a run in their half of the fourth
and tied it up in the fifth on a solo
home run by Welsh and a Jim Bates
RBI. Ander Wensburg, a winner in
relief of Schweighoffer, held the
Jumbo's in check as Dagres hit his
second round tripper of the game
to put the hosts ahead to stay in the
sixth. Wensburg stopped Tufts in
the seventh to give Trinity a.well
earned 11-10 victory.
There was none of the suspense
of the opener in the second game
as Trinity batted around in both the
first and second innings on route to
a 17-3 win.
Shortstop Chuck Guck opened
the Bantam first by drawing a walk
off of loser Steve Cohaine. After
Steve Gugliamo flied to enter, Martin walked and Jim Bates singled to
load the bases. Mike Elia came
through with a single to drive in
Guck and Martin. The red hot
Dagres, six for eight with six RBI's
for the afternoon, followed with a
single to drive in Bates. The Tuft's
, infield then took turns playing Santa Claus as two errors and a pass
ball set up a Welsh two run single.
Gugliamo drove in'the final run of
the inning with a sacrifice fly and
the Bants were off to an 8-0 lead.
The onslaught continued in the
second as Bates opened with a
double. Elia walked and Dagres
flied to center before Brian Driscol
loaded the bases with a single.
Woods was hit by a pitch, forcing
in Bates and another Tufts error on
a Welsh grounder allowed Elia to
cross the plate. Guck was hit by a
pitch giving Driscoll a leasurely
stroll home and Martin was walked
• to push home Welsh to give Trinity
a twelve run lead.
The long ball came into play for
Trinity in the fifth and sixth as Joe
continued on page .13

